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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The access and parking management innovations of the earlier CIVITAS programmes across 
Europe had positive impacts in the trial cities and also produced a store of transferable 
knowledge for other cities to develop and apply similar strategies. The reports of 
demonstration projects in this cluster have delivered a series of further steps forward.  
 
Previous CIVITAS measures generally explored and evaluated different institutional 
approaches to developing and delivering access and parking policy in partnership between 
civic leaders, technical experts and the citizens and stakeholders.  This round of projects 
chiefly illustrates new measures for greater efficiency - some of these are complex and 
citizen-oriented, such as the LTZ (Limited Traffic Zones) schemes; others require 
partnerships, particularly between public sector transport managers and private sector car 
park owners; but more of the projects are transport technical developments for efficiency, 
such as ITS schemes. 
 
The 27 measures in the cluster have been grouped in a series of Sub-clusters, which are 
presented in a logical progression from simple parking schemes through to more complex 
LTZ via other access, park and ride and ITS schemes, finishing with a sub-cluster on 
research & development.  
 
The 27 measures in this cluster form, therefore into 6 broad sub-clusters:  
 

 Parking (3) 

 Park & Ride (5) 

 ITS (Intelligent Transport Systems) (7) 

 Access Management (4) 

 LTZ (Limited Traffic Zone) (4) 

 Research & Development (4) 
 

Table 1.1: Measures of the Cluster  
Sub-cluster City No. Measure Title 

 
 
 
 
Parking 
 

Gent Elan 3.3 Parking and public space management around main 
train station and ELAN corridor 

Donostia–San 
Sebastián 

Archimedes 
23 a & b 

Changing parking behaviour  

Utrecht Mimosa 6.4 Parking facilities for bicycles in the city centre 

 
 
 
 
Park & ride 
 
 

Brescia Modern 03.03 P&R facilities for metro and public transport system 

Gent Elan 2.4 Intelligent P&R Enforcement 

Funchal Mimosa 2.4 Park & Ride with public transport school service 

Bologna Mimosa 2.2 Park & Ride system 

Utrecht Mimosa 2.1 Park and Ride facilities 
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ITS  
 
 

Bologna Mimosa 3.3 New regulation in pedestrian areas in the city centre 

Bologna Mimosa 8.2 Illegal on Street Parking 
Reduction 

Utrecht Mimosa 3.1  
 

Innovation of the system of parking permits and rates 

Monza Archimedes 80 Park and Ride Guidance System in Monza 

Aalborg Archimedes 20 Changing parking behaviour 

Donostia–San 
Sebastián 

Archimedes 75 Park & Ride guidance system 

Gent Elan 8.6 Sustainable multi-modal traffic management 

Access 
management 
 
  

Gent Elan 3.4 Pedestrian area enforcement with automatic number 
plate recognition 

Gent  Elan 7.3 Institutional platform for city freight management 

Iasi Archimedes 22 Access control to historic centre 

Vitoria-Gasteiz Modern 03.01 Superblocks Concept for access restriction 

 
LTZ 
 
 
 

Bologna Mimosa  3.2 Pricing and monitoring policies for parking 

Funchal Mimosa 3.1 Control of Limited Traffic Zone in the historical area 
 

Brighton & 
Hove 

Archimedes 21 Clear Zone 

Perugia Renaissance 3.2 Implementation of the city parking strategies 
 

 
Study 
 
 

Ústí nad 
Labem 

Archimedes 25 Short term parking scheme 

Ústí nad 
Labem 

Archimedes 
28 & 67 

Noise reduction and efficient goods distribution 

Donostia–San 
Sebastián 

Archimedes 18 Advanced Park & Ride network 

Ústí nad 
Labem 

Archimedes 27 City Centre Access Control 

 
This report is a part of work of Pointer Workpackage 2, ‘evaluation’.  The main objective of 
the report is to provide a technical cross site summary and comparison of impact evaluation 
results, and identify key drivers and barriers for measure implementation at cluster/sub-
cluster levels.  For more detailed results, the individual Measure Evaluation Result 
Templates should be considered. 
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2. IMPLEMENTATION  
 
The implementation of the successful schemes followed clear patterns.  
 

1) Strong measures started from a good definition of the problem and measurements of 
the pre-existing situation.  

2) Research was often carried out, or, at least, advice was sought from partner cities 
with experience of similar schemes in order to identify options and to understand 
potential obstacles and facilitators. 

3) The next stage was consultation with politicians and decision makers to agree that 
the measurement showed a scheme was required. 

4) Consultation was then carried out with stakeholders and, where the measure would 
have wide effect, citizens. In the best schemes, these consultees had real power to 
affect the design of the measure.  

5) The defined measure was then returned to politicians who, gaining confidence from 
the process, supported measures through technological obstacles, legal difficulties 
and even press opposition. It was notable that schemes which received poor political 
support had tended to take a light touch approach to the preparatory stages. 

6) Technical review and testing was carried out during implementation, especially where 
new technologies were involved. 

7) The launch of the measure was communicated widely, both to those directly affected 
and for general information. 

8) The impacts of the measure were monitored closely, with a feedback loop to go back 
to problem definition and design of solutions so that the evolving situation could be 
managed in the long run. 

 
 
Implementation of parking measures 
 
The key points for parking measures are: problem definition, political commitment, user 
consultation, enforcement and measurement.  
 
Gent, Elan 3.3, started with clear problem definition: parking in the station area is already 
congested and over-subscribed, with traffic circulating looking for spaces. This problem is 
expected to grow as the station zone is marked for long term development of both 
commercial and residential sectors. A major source of parking demand is by residents from a 
wide area driving to the station in order to rail-commute to regional cities. This clear problem 
definition meant that politicians supported the measure and stakeholders joined 
constructively in consultation. As a result, along with the immediate measure of changed 
parking zones and tariffs around the station, Gent also secured the co-operation of citizens 
and stakeholders in developing long term plans for a low-car-use zone. 
 
In Donostia–San Sebastián, the same lessons are learned but from the other perspective: 
the measure was cancelled because of 'social and political contestation'.  
 
Similarly, in Utrecht, although the cycle parking was designed and implemented carefully and 
with several innovations, clearer measurement of the need for the extra parking and of its 
relationships to cycle use would make the impact of the measure more transparent.  
 
All the parking schemes, along with those wider schemes which included parking elements, 
relied on enforcement for their effectiveness. 
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Table 2.1: Implementation for parking measures 

City No Title Measure Comments 

Gent 
 

3.3 Parking and public space 
management around 
main train station and 
ELAN corridor 

New tariff structure to 
shift rail commuters from 
on-street parking and 
reduce traffic problems 
caused by parking 
crowding. New policies 
for residential parking 
provision and permits. 

Partially implemented as the new 
parking zone and tariff was 
implemented successfully, but the 
proposed policies regarding parking 
for residential and business 
developments are still under 
consultation and will evolve over 
the forthcoming decade of change 
in the area.  

 Donostia–
San 
Sebastián   

23a & b Changing parking 
behaviour  

Two measures: a study 
into business parking; the 
extension of paid parking 
zone in the city 

The study and plans were 
completed and the measure 
implemented after some delay but 
later cancelled due to 'political and 
social contestation'.  

Utrecht 6.4 Parking facilities for 
bicycles in the city centre 

Increase in number and 
flexibility of secure cycle 
parking spaces 

Substantially implemented, with 
significant increase in  provision 
and management of cycle parking 
provision though lower than target. 

 
 
 
 
 
Implementation of Park & Ride 
 
 
The key points for park & ride are: site selection; provision of services and facilities, and 
marketing.  
 
The principal factor for park & ride 
scheme is site selection: the site should 
offer clear advantages over driving 
directly into the city centre. The 
Muziektheater P&R in Utrecht has 
buses every five minutes and the bus 
journey time to the city centre is 
approximately the same as the car 
journey time.  
 
Park & ride should be introduced where there is genuine difficulty in finding a parking space 
in the centre.  If parking provision is good in the centre, then price differentials and public 
transport priority from the P&R to the city should create advantage where traffic reduction is 
required to tackle congestion, environmental damage or social and commercial problems, 
and where traffic makes streets unattractive to shoppers and social life. In Gent, the Loop 
site is difficult to reach from the road network and this result in a competitive disadvantage; 
although the city will combat this with improvements to the 20 minute tram journey time, the 
City of Gent reports:  
 

'it is recommended for a successful implementation of a P+R, that attention must be 
paid to the accessibility of the P+R, both by public transport from the city center as by 
car traffic coming from other directions'. 
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In Utrecht, journey times from two P&R sites are similar between car and public transport, 
and the services are frequent. There is also a price advantage in Utrecht, with the all day 
ticket for P&R including the return public transport journey costs less than the price of two 
hours' indoor parking or an hour's on-street parking in the city centre. 
 
Providing good P&R facilities is not sufficient for success. Car drivers need to know and 
understand the advantages offered by the park & ride.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mode and route choice by individuals are governed by behavioural psychology: people use 
rules of thumb and tend to do what they 
have already tried and know, so it is 
important to promote P&R.  
 
It can be useful to sell the service as 
new or improved, because 'cognitive 
dissonance' means that people will 
exaggerate the benefits of things they 
have already done over the benefits of 
alternatives - by selling P&R as 'new' 
the city is not telling drivers that they 
made the wrong decision last time but 
that a new and better alternative is now 
available. Utrecht has summarised this 
in 'Five Principles for Park & Ride 
Marketing' (right). 
 
 

 
 

 

 

Table 2.2: Implementation of Park & Ride 

City No Title Measure Comments 

Brescia 03.03 
P&R facilities for metro and 
public transport system 

Developing of single 
ticketing platform to 
enable multi-modal 
tickets covering p&r, 
metro, public transport 
and bike sharing. 

The design of a system and the 
protocols for successful 
operation were implemented but 
the park & ride not yet open.   

Gent 2.4 
Intelligent P&R 
Enforcement 

Barrier to car park with 
integrated ticket for 

The design of a system was 

implemented but the park & ride 
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City No Title Measure Comments 

parking and tram, to 
deter rogue use of 
park & ride. 

site was closed temporarily.   

Funchal 2.4 
Park & Ride with public 
transport school service 

School bus services 
from park and ride 
sites. 

The project was implemented 

fully. 

Bologna  2.2 Park & Ride system 

Car park infrastructure, 
ticketing and bus route 
improvements to 
increase park & ride 
patronage 

The project was implemented 

fully. 

Utrecht  2.1 Park and Ride facilities 

Promotion and 
marketing of p&r, 
supported by 
increased parking 
charges in the city 
centre and a combined 
p&r bus & parking 
ticket costing roughly 
the same as an hour's 
city centre on-street 
parking. 

The project was implemented 

fully. 

 
 
 
 
Implementation of Intelligent Transport Systems 
 
Whilst Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) are amongst the most useful innovations in 
parking and access management and in wider traffic control policies, there are significant 
hurdles to implementation. The key points are a clear link between the solution proposed and 
a problem in the city; measurement before and after; consultation with other cities on 
successful measures and on cultural requirements and legal issues; a clear brief to potential 
suppliers and a good relationship with suppliers so that equipment is designed and tested 
before the public is exposed to it.  
 
Measures which are simple in principle still need to go through these stages. A good 
example is in Bologna, where existing restrictions using bollards were enforced by updating 
the previous software on the controlling pillars. In order to achieve this, the new software 
needed: 
 

 to be fully integrated with other mobility tools (MI MUOVO, smart card); 
 to be controlled via the internet; 
 to collect reports and charts on user habits; 
 to monitor every single electronic pillar for every single time slot. 

 
The new software was connected to a database that manages access permits and was 
installed on all electronic pillars. 
 
Delivery required the testing and installation of new software which created an automatic 
release mechanism for pillars by recognition of registered smart cards.   Acceptance and use 
of the system required the distribution of smart cards to those whose vehicles which were 
eligible for access. The result was the elimination of the 30% of incoming flows estimated to 
be unauthorised access under the old system. 
In Monza, Donostia–San Sebastián and Aalborg, the VMS signing to car parks was of a type 
familiar in other cities, but there were still hurdles to be overcome. First, there is the step of 
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introducing traffic management in cities without a pre-existing culture of management. 
Secondly, cities have to work with private sector car park operators to deliver a fair outcome 
for all stakeholders. In Monza, after the implementation of the measure, each car park owner 
interfaced their cash systems to the parking server, so reliable data can be collected on 
occupancy and traffic directed accordingly. 
 
It was noted above that parking measures must be enforced in order to be effective and ITS 
is useful in this regard. In Bologna, a permit parking system was enforced by SCOUT, a car-
mounted ANPR system which contained all the features pictured below:  
 

 
 
The implementation was incremental, with first one bus route monitored and the results 
reported. Because it was highly effective, it gained the support of public transport users and 
cyclists and of politicians. This enabled a smooth roll-out of the full scheme. 

 
Table 2.3 Implementation for ITS 

City No Title Measure Comments 

Bologna  3.3 New regulation in pedestrian 
areas in the city centre 

Smart card access for 
vehicles permitted to enter 
the pedestrian zone 
 

Fully implemented and 
communicated to users 

Bologna  8.2 Illegal on Street Parking 
Reduction 

Camera enforcement to 
reduce double-parking and 
parking in bus lanes 

Implemented as planned. 

Utrecht 
 

3.1 Innovation of the system of 
parking permits and rates 

Digital parking system to 
facilitate paying for parking 
and enforcement 

Utrecht showed flexibility in 
pursuing the objectives of 
the scheme in spite of legal 
challenges. 

Monza  
 

80 Park and Ride Guidance 
System in Monza 

'Infoparking system' VMS 
signs to direct drivers to 
available car parking and 
distribute traffic evenly 

Implemented across the 
city in collaboration with 
private sector car park 
operators. 

Aalborg  
 

20 Changing parking behaviour VMS sign system directing 
traffic to car parks with 
space available  

Fully implemented VMS 
Parking Information System 
though with some delays in 
the project 

Donostia–
San 
Sebastián 
 

75 Park & Ride guidance 
system 

VMS to direct vehicles to 
the nearest available 
parking 

Small scale VMS system 
implemented as planned, in 
co-operation with several 
car park operators. 
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City No Title Measure Comments 

Gent 
 

8.6 Sustainable multi-modal 
traffic management 

Camera enforcement Comprehensive information 
system with ramp metering 
informing VMS signs. 

 
 
 
 
 
Implementation of Access Management 
 
  
Access management schemes required consensus, careful monitoring and often incremental 
implementation in order to deliver the full impact. Therefore, these schemes tend to have a 
long gestation and a negotiated evolution.  
 
 
In Iasi, the progressive introduction of weight restrictions, 
speed limits and traffic restrictions led to a successful 
scheme. At each stage, consultation was carried out with 
relevant stakeholders. The scheme (pictured) thus 
preserves the historic street scene whilst allowing access 
for priority vehicles at agreed times.  
 
In Gent, the scheme was slowed by police concerns about the burden of enforcement using 
ANPR cameras. 
 

In Vitoria Gasteiz, vehicle entry requirements and access 
times were negotiated with stakeholders. The 'superblock' 
concept was carefully planned to direct general traffic 
around the protected area. The city notes that 'The political 
discussion needed a long time because the problem of 
access control is always critical for the citizens' but also 
that 'Managing vehicle access to historic centres with high 
population density has become a cornerstone of the 
demands of residents' associations, merchants and other 

groups and, moreover, local public authorities'. This superblock scheme was implemented 
some time after the tram had been introduced into the city and thus maximised the benefits 
of previous investment. 
 

Table 4.4: Implementation for Access Management 

City No Title Measure Comments 

Gent 
 

3.4 Pedestrian area enforcement with 
automatic number plate recognition 

Collaboration to develop 
an access management 
system reducing traffic in 
the central area. Pilot 
project implemented. 

Pilot implemented; 
wider roll-out depends 
on technology success 

Gent 
 

7.3 Institutional platform for city freight 
management 

Access permits and 
camera enforcement 

 Implementation in 
consultation with 
stakeholders 

Iasi 
 

22 Access control to historic centre Incremental new 
regulations controlling 
access to the historic 
centre 

Implementation in 
consultation with 
stakeholders 

Vitoria- 03.01 Superblocks Concept for access Camera enforcement of Design of traffic routes; 
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City No Title Measure Comments 

Gasteiz   
 

Restriction superblock access 
restriction sending 
through traffic around a 
defined commercial and 
social zone. 

camera enforcement 
staged by  letters 
followed by fines. 

 
 
 
Implementation of Limited Traffic Zones 
 
The implementation of Limited Traffic Zones can have similar time frames and requirements 
for negotiation as access management schemes, but several of these schemes were 
delivered as innovations or experiments. This meant that the requirement for monitoring 
remained but the up-front negotiation was less complex.  
 
In Brighton & Hove, an innovative scheme removed much of the traffic without technically 
imposing restrictions: a street in the cultural quarter was converted to shared use by use of 
strong design elements and new materials. The implementation was carried out in 
consultation with users and businesses and both driver and pedestrian behaviour changed 
dramatically in response. The findings include:  
 

 Successful streets require a mixed offer, not just good surface design. 
 People feel positive emotions in a well designed street, and negative emotions in a 

traditional (vehicular dominated) street. 
 Users are able to conceptualise and identify the positive and negative emotional 

impacts of street design. 
 People are willing to contribute towards a street they enjoy spending time in. 
 Reduced segregation of space influences pedestrian perception of ownership of 

different areas of the street. 
 Pedestrian presence in areas of the street traditionally set aside for vehicles causes 

vehicle drivers and cyclists to move through the space with more care and caution.  
 Like others, the Street Community value having a place to sit, feeling safe, people 

watching and meeting acquaintances. Better balanced streets help create conducive 
environments for these activities. 

 
 
In Funchal, the scheme affected a relatively small number of users so was implemented 
quickly and smoothly. Still, it required a definition of the access system, design and testing of 
the retractable bollard, ANPR and communication device,  and the development of a 
database of those vehicles allowed access so that they could be recognised by APPR 
system. 
 
Perugia defined a 'soft LTZ' which meant that parking rules and enforcement were introduced 
in a relatively short timescale.  The benefits were so quickly evident that the scheme 
developed considerable support.  
 

Table 2.5: Implementation for Limited Traffic Zones 

City No Title Measure Comments 

Bologna 
 

3.2 Pricing and monitoring policies 
for parking 

Limited Traffic Zone; bar 
code access permits for 
residents and businesses; 
telematics enforcement 
systems 

Implemented fully and 
modified in response to 
operator feedback. 
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City No Title Measure Comments 

Funchal 
 

3.1 Control of Limited Traffic Zone 
in the historic area 

Improved LTZ access 
system through retractable 
bollards, licence plate 
recognition and software 
management 

Implemented fully, with 
good liaison with users. 

Brighton & 
Hove  

21 Clear Zone Shared space scheme, 
allowing access to all but 
with design implying 
pedestrian priority 

Fully implemented. 

Perugia 
 

3.2 Implementation of city parking 
strategies 

Concept of 'soft LTZ' in the 
areas around the core LTZ in 
the historic city and around 
Minimetro stations 

Implemented fully.  

 
 
Implementation of Research & Development: 
 
The major point here is to do it: undertake studies to understand the problem or opportunity 
before developing plans; research the range of measures carried out in other cities through 
CIVITAS and similar programmes; use this research to form the basis of dialogue with 
citizens, stakeholders and politicians on proposals and then continue to monitor progress 
and develop the application and design of the measure in response to changing situations 
and lessons learned.  
 
Good practice illustrated in the access and parking management measures comes not only 
from the projects which focused on research and development as their core activity, but also 
from the design, management and communication of the more successful projects.  
 

Table 2.6: Implementation 

City No Title Measure Comments 

Ústí nad 
Labem 

25 Short term parking scheme 

Thorough analysis of current 
and prospective parking 
demand, with policy 
proposals. 

No real measure 
implemented  

Ústí nad 
Labem 

28 & 
67 

Noise reduction and efficient 
goods distribution 

Study and model only 
No real measure 
implemented 

Donostia–
San 
Sebastián 

18 
Advanced Park & Ride 
network 

Study developed proposals 
for consistent park and ride 
network pricing policy and 
traffic information 

Not fully implemented 

Ústí nad 
Labem 

27 City Centre Access Control 
Study and model of potential 
impacts of access restriction 
proposals. 

No real measure 
implemented 
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3. DRIVERS AND BARRIERS  
 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

3.1.1 Background and methodology1 

The main goal of the process evaluation procedure of CIVITAS-POINTER was to develop 

new findings relating to factors of success, and strategies to overcome possible barriers 

during the implementation phase of CIVITAS Plus measures.  Cross-site analyse of all 

relevant information is key to this. The barriers and drivers may differ during the various 

stages of the measure and distinction has been made between three different phases: 

1. Preparation phase: the measure is developed in detail and design work for the 

measure is conducted. At the end of this phase all planning details are fixed, including 

all decisions and permissions that are a pre-condition for starting the implementation 

phase. 

2. Implementation phase: the measure will be implemented in real life. At the end of this 

phase the measure starts to operate 

3. Operation phase: the measure is opened to the public, i.e. users are able to increase 

their utility. The first phase of operation lies within the time-frame of the CIVITAS Plus 

Initiative and can be analysed and evaluated by CIVITAS POINTER. The long-term 

running related to the further time beyond the CIVITAS II Initiative until the measure 

reaches the end of its life. This could be caused by technical factors, programme 

termination, end of funding, redesign, or reconstruction. 

 

The process evaluation framework is built upon three information blocks, each of which has 

his own form. The first block is measure evaluation and requires the completion of a Process 

Evaluation Form for all none focussed measure. The second building block related to 

focused measures. The focused  measures were selected based on several criteria, one of 

which was the possibility of carrying out a Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA).  The aim of the 

focussed measures was to get a deeper insight in the selected measures. Both above forms 

mentioned were completed several times during the project period and provided a basis for 

the completion of the last building block, the process evaluation part of the Measure 

Evaluation Report Template (MERT).  

The raw information from the various forms showed that drivers and barriers are extremely 

measure and site specific.  An overview of the barrier and driver field can be found in Annex 

1.  Specific and detailed information on the barriers and drivers of individual measures can 

be found in the MERT forms. 

                                                
1
 A detailed description of the objectives and methodology of the process evaluation is to be found in 

other POINTER reports 
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3.1.2 Aim and structure of this chapter 

The starting point of the process evaluation at a cluster level is that policy makers and other 

stakeholders are interested in the barriers and drivers that were relevant during the various 

measure stages. To obtain a structured overall insight to the barriers and drivers, process 

evaluation data were input to a database and analysed on a aggregated level with SPPS for 

the various sub clusters.  

The 29 Access and Parking Management have been divided into six sub clusters (Section 

1.0). However, as process evaluation is on a more aggregate level, only four sub clusters 

have been used as shown in Table 3.1 below. Parking and Park and Ride (P+R), and Access 

Management and Limited Traffic Zone have each been combined in one sub cluster. 

Table 3.1: Sub clusters and number of measures 

Sub cluster: 
Number of 
measures 

Parking and P+R 10 

ITS  6 

Access Management & Limited Traffic 
Zone 9 

Research and Development 4 

Total 29 

 

A general picture of the total cluster is given in Section 3.2 (see Annex 2). The Sections 3.3, 

3.4, 3.5 and 3.6  are used to describe the barriers and drivers within the four sub clusters. 

Section 3.7 is used to summarizing the main cluster findings.  

3.2  CLUSTER OVERVIEW: GENERAL ASPECTS 

To put the findings of this cluster in the right perspective it is important to appreciate the 

quality of the gathered process evaluation data. Distinction has been made at three quality 

levels: (i) low quality means that data are not or barely useful due to the use of incorrect 

MERT forms or unintelligible answers to the questions; (ii) medium quality means that the 

data are useful, although not all the crucial questions (barriers, drivers, actions and 

recommendations) are completed well; (iii) high quality means that the data are very useful 

because all questions are answered well or to a fairly acceptable level, although variability in 

the quality of the answers may exist. For this cluster, 17% of the process evaluation data 

were considered to be low quality, 41% of medium quality and 41% of high quality. The 

equivalent percentages for all the CIVITAS Plus measures were 15%, 49% and 36% 

respectively.  This indicates that the process evaluation data of this sub cluster are of 

marginally better quality than the process evaluation data for all the CIVITAS Plus measures. 

The division between focussed and non-focussed measures in this cluster (21% and 79% 

respectively) is different from the overall picture (30% and 70% respectively).  

The top three innovative aspects of the Access and Parking Management measures are 

conceptual (57%), new technology (46%) and policy instrument (32%). The top two cluster 

innovative factors are the same as for all CIVITAS Plus measures. This result is not a 
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surprise as measures relating to access and parking management generally included a new 

concept or technology. Enforcement of parking measures was quite important, so imbedding 

the measure in a policy instrument was done for about one third of the measures. Innovative 

aspects such as new mode of transport and economic instrument are almost non-existent in 

this cluster. 

The targets of the measures in this cluster are divided into strategic, tactical and operational. 

The entire list of targets used in this cluster can be found in Annex 2, but the most strategic 

targets concerned the improvement of the quality of life and the reduction in city centre 

pollution. This was achieved by reducing car trips made to the city centre and increasing the 

use of public transport. These strategic targets were enhanced at a tactical and operational 

level by, for example, finding ways to increase the use of public transport or slow modes, 

offer P+R facilities, implementing limited access control, and implementing and enforcing 

new parking strategies. 

To reach the above goals, the measures faced all kinds of barriers and drivers at different 

stages. An overview of both barriers and drivers is given in Table 3.2 below. Political support 

was found to be both a barrier and a driver for the measures in this cluster, and is identified 

the most frequent barrier and the most frequent driver during the preparation phase. Political 

support was mainly during the preparation phase, but less so at the implementation and 

operation phase. During the implementation phase,  technological and involvement barriers 

were faced, whereas involvement, political and organisational were referred to as drivers 

during this phase. Only a small number of measures faced many operational barriers or 

drivers. 

Table 3.2: Barriers and drivers and measure stage 

Fields 

Barriers Drivers 

Preparation Implementation Operation Preparation Implementation Operation 

Political 46% 14% 4% 43% 21% 18% 

Institutional 18% 11% 7% 11% 7% 11% 

Cultural 21% 4% 11% 14% 4% 11% 

Problem related 36% 14% 11% 18% 4% 7% 

Involvement 25% 25% 14% 32% 29% 21% 

Positional 4% 0% 11% 21% 7% 14% 

Planning 25% 18% 4% 4% 7% 0% 

Organizational 21% 18% 14% 11% 18% 11% 

Financial 18% 11% 18% 11% 14% 7% 

Technological 14% 25% 7% 18% 18% 7% 

Spatial 11% 18% 0% 4% 7% 0% 

 

3.3 SUB CLUSTER: PARKING AND P+R 

3.3.1 Barriers  

At the preparation phase,  the most frequently listed barrier was the political barrier (50%). 

Finding the political support for a potentially unpopular measure such as parking charges 
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was proved to be difficult. The lack of political support, or political opposition that saw the 

implementation of the measure as an attacking opportunity, was faced in the moderately 

successful measures in Donostia – San Sebastian and Gent, and in the successfully 

implemented measure in Perugia as well. In the city of Utrecht, where the measure was 

implemented with moderate success, a change of political view where immediate results 

were preferred to long term was a barrier. Securing the right place for P+R facilities was a 

spatial barrier faced by 20% of the measures. In the cities of Bologna and Gent the 

measures had problems in finding a location that suits all the objectives of a good P+R 

facility. About 30% of the measures faced a significant delay. Examples of planning barriers 

were delays due to higher level of government (Gent 2,4), waiting for the results of a delayed 

study (Gent 3,3) and delay due to the obliged tendering procedure (Utrecht 2,1).   Cultural 

barriers were mentioned for 30% of the measures. For example,  in Donostia-San Sebastian 

the increasing parking fares was considered negative by the public and a cultural barrier in 

the Funchal measure resulted from negative experiences with an previously unsuccessful 

P+R facility. 

The barriers faced at the implementation and operation phase were not as clustered as in the 

preparation phase, as can be seen in Table 3.3 below. During the implementation phase, 

some opposition was faced because of negative stories in the media in Donostia - San 

Sebastian.  These enhanced the already strong resistance to the measure. Residents in 

Funchal were against the measure because they thought the municipality should focus their 

attention more on solving the problems caused by the financial crisis, instead of 

implementing a P+R school service. During the operation phase some financial problems 

were faced in Funchal and Utrecht. The measure in Funchal was a strongly dependent on 

public funds and the Utrecht measure had reduced budget. 

Table 3.3: Measures and barriers per measure stage 

Measure Measure Title Success Preparation  Implementation  Operation  

Bologna, 2,2 Park & Ride system 3 Spatial Spatial   

Brescia, M03.03 P&R facilities for metro and 
public transport system 

1 Organizational  Technological Political 

Donostia - San 
Sebastian, 23a 

Changing parking behaviour  1 Cultural, 
Institutional  
 
 

Involvement Positional 

Donostia - San 
Sebastian, 23b 

Changing parking behaviour  1 Cultural, Political, 
Involvement 

  

Funchal, 2,4 Park & Ride with public transport 
school service 

3 Cultural, Problem 
related, Political, 
Technological, 
Other 

Cultural, Problem 
related  

Financial, 
Cultural, 
Problem 
related 

Gent, 2,4 Intelligent P&R Enforcement 1 Planning, 
Problem related, 
Spatial 

  

Gent, 3,3 Parking and public space 
management around main train 
station and ELAN corridor 

1 Political, 
Planning, 
Institutional, 
Involvement, 
Problem related 

  

Perugia, 3.2 Implementation of the city parking 
strategies 

3 Problem related, 
Political 

Political, 
Planning 

Cultural  

Utrecht, 2,1 Park and Ride facilities 3 Planning   Financial  
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Utrecht, 6,4 Parking facilities for bicycles in 
the city centre 

1 Political  Involvement  Positional  

3.3.2 Drivers 

Several drivers were given in this sub cluster, most at the preparation phase. Political drivers 

were the most mentioned driver (40% of the measures). The measure in Gent (Parking and 

public space management adjacent to the main train station and ELAN corridor) faced a 

political barrier due to lack of political support, but this was turned around to political support. 

The same occurred in  Perugia, when the political view on the parking strategies in the city 

was changed after local election. Political support for the P+R system was also found in the 

successfully implemented measure in Bologna (Park & Ride system). The Gent measure 

‘Intelligent P&R Enforcement’ developed strategic political support to continue the P+R 

system after the CIVITAS period. Involvement drivers were mentioned for 40% of the 

measures. The measures in Gent (2.4) and in Funchal found support in the commitment and 

shared objectives of the key stakeholders.  This made the preparation phase easier. Due to 

the financial crisis and parking charges in the city centre the target group of the P+R system 

in Utrecht was more involved and inclined to use the P+R system. The Gent measure (3,3) 

found support in three sounding board groups on the future developments in the main train 

station area. About one third of the measures considered the positional driver contributed 

positively to the measure. Donostia - San Sebastian (23a) mentioned the link with other 

CIVITAS measures in the city as a driver at the preparation phase.  In Utrecht (6.4), the 

parking facilities received more attention as part of the council problem. In measure Utrecht 

(2.1), a positive impact of the financial crisis was experienced, as the P+R facilities provided 

cheaper parking options.   In Brescia,  the CIVITAS funds was seen as a strong financial 

driver. This was also a driver for the measure aimed at changing parking behaviour in 

Donostia – San Sebastian, and this driver also played a role at the implementation phase. 

 

 

 

Table 3.4: Measures and drivers per measure stage 

Measure Measure Title Success Preparation Implementation Operation 

Bologna, 
2,2 

Park & Ride system 3 Political Political Political 

Brescia, 
M03.03 

P&R facilities for metro 
and public transport 
system 

1 Financial   

Donostia - 
San 
Sebastian, 
23a 

Changing parking 
behaviour  

1 Positional, Cultural Financial  

Donostia - 
San 
Sebastian, 
23b 

Changing parking 
behaviour  

1 Positional   

Funchal, 
2,4 

Park & Ride with public 
transport school service 

3 Involvement Institutional Involvement 

Gent, 2,4 Intelligent P&R 
Enforcement 

1 Political, Technological, 
Involvement, 
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Organizational, Spatial 

Gent, 3,3 Parking and public space 
management around main 
train station and ELAN 
corridor 

1 Political, Involvement, 
Problem related 

Spatial, 
Involvement 

 

Perugia, 
3.2 

Implementation of the city 
parking strategies 

3 Political, Cultural Political, Cultural Cultural, 
Institutional  

Utrecht, 
2,1 

Park and Ride facilities 3 Financial, Involvement  Spatial, Financial Financial, 
Involvement 

Utrecht, 
6,4 

Parking facilities for 
bicycles in the city centre 

1 Problem related, Positional Problem related, 
Positional, Other 

Problem related, 
Positional, Other 

 

3.4  SUB CLUSTER: ITS 

3.4.1 Barriers  

This sub cluster contains six successfully implemented measures. Several barriers were 

mentioned. No single barrier was mentioned more than twice in any per phase, so the cities 

faced a variety of barriers. For example, at the preparation phase the Utrecht measure found 

out that the complexity of their innovative parking system required external expertise. This 

led to a delay, due to the tendering procedure required to contract an external party. Both the 

Aalborg and Donostia - San Sebastian measures faced a financial barrier at the preparation 

phase. Aalborg (Changing Parking Behaviour) had a mismatch between the prices of the 

tender and the expected budget figures. Donostia - San Sebastian (Park & Ride guidance 

system) had a problem with the investment costs of the real time guidance systems. During 

the implementation phase, the measure in Bologna ‘New regulation in pedestrian areas in 

the city centre’ faced a spatial barrier due to a lack of availability of the required space due to 

the construction of a trolley bus route. During the operation phase, the Monza measure (Park 

and Ride Guidance System in Monza) had a barrier due to financial issues with two owners 

of parking lots which should have been connected to the P+R network. Extra actions were 

required to connect them. 

Table 3.5: Measures and barriers per measure stage 

Measure Measure Title Success Preparation Implementation Operation 

Aalborg, 20 
Changing parking 
behaviour 2 

Political, Planning, 
Financial 

Planning, Political, 
Technological 

Problem 
related 

Bologna, 3,3 

New regulation in 
pedestrian areas in the 
city centre 3 Involvement Involvement Involvement 

Bologna, 8,2 
Illegal on Street Parking 
Reduction 3  Spatial  

Donostia - 
San 
Sebastian, 75 

Park & Ride guidance 
system 3 

Financial, 
Organizational Spatial Technological 

Monza, 80 
Park and Ride Guidance 
System in Monza 3 Involvement 

Institutional, 
Problem related 

Financial, 
Problem 
related 

Utrecht, 3,1 

Innovation of the system 
of parking permits and 
rates 2 

Problem related, 
Cultural Technological 

Institutional, 
Organizational 
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3.4.2 Drivers 

In this sub cluster, some drivers are mentioned significantly more than others. During the 

preparation phase four measures faced a political driver. The municipality of Aalborg wanted 

to be seen as a progressive city compared to other cities of comparable size, so it aimed at 

offering a high quality local environment with appropriate parking behaviour. After the 

elections, a new major and Mobility City Councillor were appointed in Bologna, who showed 

political will to study and investigate sustainable mobility issues. Both Bologna measures 

received considerable political support and there was similar political commitment of the 

Mobility councillor in Monza.  

Technological drivers were experienced by three measures during the preparation phase. 

Aalborg had an obsolete existing Parking Information System, so saw an opportunity to 

upgrade to a new system. The measure team of Bologna (New regulation in pedestrian 

areas in the city centre) had strong technological experience, which was of great help during 

the preparation. New technologies made it easier and affordable to implement the electronic 

real time guidance P+R systems in Donostia – San Sebastian. 

During the implementation and operation phases, the measures in Aalborg and Bologna 

faced the same drivers as found during the preparation phase. The other cities experienced 

different drivers. Strong planning and involvement of the parking owners in Monza helped 

during the implementation phase and most of the parking lot owners responded quickly to 

adapt to the counting system required for the guidance system during the operation phase. 

 

 

 

Table 3.6: Measures and drivers per measure stage 

Measure Measure Title Success Preparation Implementation Operation 

Aalborg, 
20 Changing parking behaviour 2 

Political, Technological, 
Organizational 

Political, 
Technological, 
Organizational  

Bologna, 
3,3 

New regulation in pedestrian 
areas in the city centre 3 

Political, Organizational, 
Technological 

Political, 
Organizational, 
Technological 

Political, 
Organizational, 
Technological 

Bologna, 
8,2 

Illegal on Street Parking 
Reduction 3 Involvement, Political 

Involvement, 
Political 

Involvement, 
Political 

Donostia - 
San 
Sebastian, 
75 

Park & Ride guidance 
system 3 Positional, Technological Financial  

Monza, 80 
Park and Ride Guidance 
System in Monza 3 Involvement, Political 

Planning, 
Involvement  Cultural 

Utrecht, 
3,1 

Innovation of the system of 
parking permits and rates 2 Institutional Involvement Positional 
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3.5 SUB CLUSTER: ACCESS MANAGEMENT & LIMITED 
TRAFFIC ZONE 

3.5.1 Barriers 

The barriers that were mentioned most at the preparation phase were: political, 

organizational and technological. For the political barriers, at the start of the Brighton & Hove 

measure (Clear Zone) the political focus was on improving access and so the political goals 

contradicted the clear zone measure. Enforcement of the pedestrian only area with cameras 

in the Gent measure caused some local politicians to raise questions about violation of 

privacy. The Vitoria - Gastiez measure (Superblocks Concept for access restriction) faced 

strong opposition by key stakeholders, based on political and strategic motives. Three 

measures faced organizational barriers. The measure team in Gorna had problems in 

convincing all the stakeholders of the importance measure, especially taxi companies, 

drivers and freight carriers. Other stakeholders in Bologna, the citizens, needed extra 

attention, as the new parking charges had a big impact on them. The Gent measure 

(Pedestrian area enforcement with automatic number plate recognition) faced two 

organizational barriers. One involved the lack of police to enforce the measure and the other 

was the organizational struggle caused by the switch from cameras to other systems. This 

led to another barrier faced by the Gent measure: technological. The replacement systems 

proved to be technological complex. Lack of technological expertise caused a delay in 

launching the tendering procedure of the Funchal measure’ Control of Limited Traffic Zone in 

the historical area’. The measure in Perugia (Reducing access of vehicles in LTZ) mentioned 

a technological barrier involving the compatibility between the old and the new system for 

access restriction. 

Several barriers were mentioned during the implementation and the operation phases, with 

technological barriers during the implementation phase and the organizational barriers during 

the operation phase being most mentioned. The technological barriers during the 

implementation were: several technological problems with the operation of the systems 

(measures in Vitoria-Gastiez and Funchal) and complaints of the citizens about the 

unsatisfactory results (measure in Gent). The organizational barriers during the operation 

phase were: failure in the data collection (Access restriction policies in Craiova) and lack of 

commitment of the City Council of Vitoria-Gasteiz (Superblocks Concept for access 

restriction).  Also, involvement barriers were experienced during the operation phase, for 

example critical press responses (Reducing access of vehicles in LTZ in Perugia). 

Table 3.7: Measures and barriers per measure stage 

Measur
e Measure Title 

Succe
ss Preparation 

Implementatio
n Operation 

Bologna, 
3,2 

Pricing and monitoring 
policies for parking 3 Organizational, Involvement 

Organizational, 
Involvement 

Organizational, 
Involvement 

Brighton, 
21 Clear Zone 3 Political, Financial 

Problem 
related, 
Planning  

Craiova, 
M03.02 

Access restriction policies 
in Craiova - Cultural, Financial 

Institutional, 
Planning, 
Financial, 
Political Organizational 

Funchal, Control of Limited Traffic 3 Technological, Planning Technological, Technological, 
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3,1 Zone in the historical area Planning Planning 

Gent, 
3,4 

Pedestrian area 
enforcement with 
automatic number plate 
recognition 2 

Institutional, Organizational, 
Political, Technological 

Organizational, 
Involvement, 
Technological  

Gorna, 
3.5 Demand management - Organizational, Political 

Political, 
Financial, 
Institutional 

Financial, 
Cultural 

Iasi, 22 
Access control to historic 
centre 3 Involvement  Other  Other 

Perugia, 
3.1 

Reducing acces of 
vehicles in LTZ - 

 Technological, Problem 
related, Involvement Spatial Involvement 

Vitoria-
Gastiez, 
M03.01 

Superblocks Concept for 
access restriction 3 Problem related, Political Technological 

Institutional, 
Organizational 

 

3.5.2 Drivers 

About half of the measures listed political drivers during the preparation phase and the other 

barriers were not mentioned more than once in this phase. Strong commitment of the 

municipality was experienced in Bologna to rationalize and optimize the on street parking. 

The same occurred in  Birghton & Hove, where the measure was driven forward by the 

political influence. The measure in Gent was driven forward by the new alderman responsible 

for all mobility related issues. Elections had a positive influence on the LTZ measure in 

Perugia. During the implementation phase the organizational and involvement drivers were 

the most frequently mentioned. For example, in Gent the organisational driver found that the 

company responsible for the fibre optic communication network could extend the network to 

all sites, which was more than asked for. Iasi (Access control to historic centre ) developed 

constructive partnership arrangements with all stakeholders. An involvement driver was 

experienced in Perugia, with positive feedback from the residents. During the operation 

phase the political, institutional, involvement and organizational drivers were mentioned more 

than once, but also other drivers were experienced. The measures in Craiova and Funchal 

experienced a wide arrangement of drivers. 

Table 3.8: Measures and drivers per measure stage 

Measure Measure Title Success Preparation Implementation Operation 

Bologna, 
3,2 

Pricing and monitoring policies 
for parking 3 Political Political Political 

Brighton, 
21 Clear Zone 3 

Political, 
Financial  

Involvement, 
Organizational 

Craiova, 
M03.02 

Access restriction policies in 
Craiova - Cultural Institutional 

Institutional, 
Cultural, 
Financial 

Funchal, 
3,1 

Control of Limited Traffic Zone in 
the historical area 3 

Technological, 
Planning 

Involvement, 
Technological 

Involvement, 
Institutional, 
Other, 
Technological  

Gent, 3,4 

Pedestrian area enforcement 
with automatic number plate 
recognition 2 Political  Organizational   

Gorna, 3.5 Demand management - 

Problem 
related, 
Involvement 

Positional, 
Planning 

Political, 
Involvement 

Iasi, 22 Access control to historic centre 3  Organizational  Organizational  
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Perugia, 
3.1 

Reducing access of vehicles in 
LTZ - Political  

Involvement, 
Other Other 

Vitoria-
Gastiez, 
M03.01 

Superblocks Concept for access 
restriction 3 Institutional  Involvement  Positional  

  

3.6 SUB CLUSTER: RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

3.6.1 Barriers 

The last sub cluster ‘Research and Development’ contains four measures: three measures in 

the city of Usti Nad Labem and one measure in the city of Donostia – San Sebastian. All 

measures experienced multiple barriers. The measure in Donostia – San Sebastian 

(Advanced Park & Ride network) had to deal with adverse public opinion at all stages. 

Parking was free of charge in the city centre before the measure. The measures in Usti Nad 

Labem faced different kinds of barrier. Political support is not always guaranteed during the 

preparation phase (Short term parking scheme; Noise reduction and efficient goods 

distribution) and all measures had complex problem related barriers. Increasing the number 

of motor vehicles in the city but limited parking opportunities (Short term parking scheme), 

the requirement of a complex transport solution (City Centre Access Control) and difficulties 

in forecasting with the traffic model used (Noise reduction and efficient goods distribution) all 

added complexity to the measures in Usti Nad Labem.  

Due to financial problems during the preparation phase, the City Centre Access Control 

measure in Usti Nad Labem was not implemented. The Short term parking scheme faced 

problems during implementation with residents who refused to pay for parking, insufficient 

space for parking lots in the city centre and lack of awareness for the measure. The final 

measure in Usti Lad Labem related to noise reduction, but during the implementation noise 

measurements were only possible during certain periods, and results of the measure will be 

complicated to realise due to the high investment costs of the new infrastructure.  

Table 3.9: Measures and barriers per measure stage 

Measure Measure Title Success Preparation Implementation Operation 

Donostia - 
San 
Sebastian, 
18 Advanced Park & Ride network ?? 

Cultural, 
Positional, 
Institutional  

Involvement, 
Organizational, 
Financial, 
Technological 

Involvement, 
Positional  

Usti Nad 
Labem, 25 Short term parking scheme 

0 Planning, 
Problem 
related, Political  

Spatial, 
Organizational, 
Involvement  

Usti Nad 
Labem, 27 City Centre Access Control 

0 Cultural, 
Spatial, 
Problem 
related, 
Organizational, 
Financial   

Usti Nad 
Labem, 
28+67 

Noise reduction and efficient 
goods distribution 

0 Political, 
Institutional, 
Planning, 
Problem related  

Organizational, 
Problem related Financial  
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3.6.2 Drivers 

The drivers for the P+R network measure in Donostia – San Sebastian are derived from the 

positive influence of the linkage to all the CIVITAS measures. During the preparation phase, 

cultural changes were experienced and the P+R network has good synergies with other 

measures in the city. During the implementation phase the CIVITAS funds were seen as a 

significant opportunity.  

Drivers for the measures during the preparation phase in Usti Nam Labem were problem 

related. Both ‘Short term parking scheme’ and ‘City centre access control’ were driven by the 

urge to solve the critical parking problems faced in the city.  This was required by the 

inhabitants of Usti Nad Labem during the implementation phase of the short term parking 

scheme. The noise reduction measure involved several experts discussing the need for 

noise reduction, which resulted in a more shared and urgent need to address the problem. 

During the implementation phase, the traffic model proved to be an efficient way to show the 

effectiveness of the proposed scenarios.  

 

 

Table 3.10: Measures and drivers per measure stage 

Measure Measure Title Success Preparation Implementation Operation 

Donostia - 
San 
Sebastian, 
18 Advanced Park & Ride network ?? Positional, Cultural 

Financial, 
Organizational, 
Technological  

Usti Nad 
Labem, 25 Short term parking scheme 

0 Problem related, 
Positional Involvement  

Usti Nad 
Labem, 27 City Centre Access Control 

0 Problem related, 
Involvement   

Usti Nad 
Labem, 
28+67 

Noise reduction and efficient goods 
distribution 

0 
Involvement, 
Institutional Technological 

Positional, 
Problem 
related 

 

3.7 OTHER  

 
The major drivers for successful projects have strong parallels to the main barriers for 
projects which face problems:  
 

good projects serve a real transport, environmental or societal need; the need is 
discussed with stakeholders, politicians and citizens before the introduction of the 
measure and the situation is monitored before and after to communicate the impacts 
of the measure on the problem or opportunity it was designed to address; 
 
the corollary is that measure which have less impact or are suspended are 
sometimes carried out because they can be rather than because they need to be, or 
are not well designed to meet a genuine need identified or, and this happens often, 
stakeholders, citizens and/or politicians are not engaged and consulted during the 
evolution of the idea and its implementation and therefore are not committed to its 
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success - in parking and traffic management especially, this can lead to heavy 
opposition to schemes and even their ultimate cancellation. 

 
Sometimes, projects have a mix of these components. In Gent (Elan 2.4), for example, one 
intention was to restrict parking at the P&R site to those travelling on by public transport, 
instead of the parking being absorbed for local purposes 
and, in particular, for the Expo halls: reducing the abuse of 
P&R by Expo visitors was part of a wider plan to 
encourage sustainable travel to Expo, but the sign at the 
site seemed to imply that it is legitimate to use the parking 
to visit the Expo halls.  
The city believes it is used by commuters although these 
are not necessarily taking the tram after parking. The ticket 
offer for the P&R gives parking and a tram ticket for up to 
five users - but commuters often do not travel in groups.  
A key lesson learned in this project is to site Park & Ride where it offers a genuine advantage 
over car - or at least a competitive journey time. Access to the Loop from the road network is 
difficult; most drivers into the city would need to make a detour to reach it; the tram journey 
takes 20 minutes into the city. 
Despite these barriers, the future of the Loop may be promising, as lessons of the 
effectiveness of complementary measures learned in previous CIVITAS rounds are applied: 
redevelopment of the tram line will cut journey times between the P&R and the city centre; 
parking restrictions around the railway station will increase demand for P&R; provision of real 
time traffic information and re-routeing advice will also encourage use of the P&R. 
 
 

3.8 OUTCOME 

 Most barriers and drivers were identified during the preparation phase. During the 

preparation phase the 29 measures were mentioned for 68 barriers, 45 during the 

implementation phase and only 29 during the operation phase. The similar situation 

was found  for drivers; 52 during the preparation phase, 40 during the implementation 

phase and 21 during the operation phase. 

 Political aspects acted as  very strong barriers as well as powerful drivers. Political 

aspects were both the most mentioned barrier and driver during the preparation phase.  

 Parking measures are not popular and this led to lower political commitment. However, 

when political commitment was in place, it was a very powerful and important driver 

 The involvement and awareness of residents was seen essential for the success of the 

measure. One of the most important focus points of the measures was to ensure the 

participation of the target group.  

 Technological barriers and drivers were mentioned less than in other clusters. The 

measures in the access and parking management cluster were less dependent on 

leading edge technologies, although technology can be an important hurdle or 

stimulator in the operation phase. 

 Finding suitable space for Parking and P+R facilities formed a significant barrier for this 

type of measures. Often the barriers are planning related. 

 The ITS measures showed a wide range of barriers, very specific to the circumstances 

and environment. However, the drivers showed a clearer picture of  political support 

and, although mentioned less, technology was a powerful driver. 
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 Measures on Access Management and & Limited Traffic Zones often have unpopular 

consequences for the public, financially, spatially, etc. Therefore, political support and 

excellent communication with the public are powerful drivers. At the operational stage, 

the quality of the data collection, measurement and technology are important.  

 The Research and Development measures conducted in Donostia-San Sebastian (one 

measure) and in Usti nad Labem (three measures) and faced many barriers. Problems 

with public opinion in Donostia-San Sebastian dominated, while in Usti nad Labem the 

measure was embedded in a complex ‘measure environment’ with a lack of political 

support,  an increasing number of motor vehicles in the city but with limited parking 

opportunities, the requirement of a complex transport solutions and difficulties with the 

forecasting abilities of the traffic model used. 
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4. IMPACTS  

4.1 PARKING 

 
The three measures which focused on parking provision sought to reduce car impacts in city 
centres, either by changing provision for car parking or for cycle parking.  
 
Table 4.1: Achieved Outputs and Impacts for parking measures 

City Outputs 
Economy 

Energy 
Environment 

Transport Society Comments 

Gent 
Elan 
3.3 

 

New parking zone (tariff 
zone 4) defined in the 
parking mix. 
underground public car 
parking spaces 
 
Underground commuter 
parking at railway station: 
2000 spaces, rising to 
2700. 
 
Consensus forming on 
sustainable parking 
measures for new 
developments. 
 
 

Economy 
Not measured 
 
Energy 

Not measured 
 
Environment 
Removal of 
commuter on-
street parking 
means fewer cars 
circulating looking 
for space, 
reducing 
emissions - not 
measured. 

Significant 
rebalancing of 
parking demand: 
- fall of 11% in 
parking in tariff 
zone 4. 
- rise in parking in 
adjacent zones, 
with the highest 
occupancy 108% 
- in general, 
analysis confirms 
that parking 
demand has been 
spread more 
evenly following 
the tariff change. 
 
Fewer cars 
circulating looking 
for parking space 
is better for traffic 
flow. 

Not 
measured 

Clear results 
on impact of 
the new 
parking zone 
and tariffs. 
The 
evaluation 
method and 
review of 
impacts is 
strong 
enough to be 
a good 
practice 
example for 
other cities 
(see 
Transferabilit
y, section 
5.2). 

 Donostia–
San 

Sebastián  
Archimedes 

23a & b 

Study on business parking 
and HOV parking 
 
Extension of paid parking 
zone  
 
Charging policy for on-
street and underground 
parking, differentiated 
according to an improved 
zoning structure 
 

Economy 

Cost increase of 
€1.6m per year - 
double the former 
cost, to cover a 
trebled parking 
zone. 
 
Energy 

Not measured 
 
Environment 
Not measured 
 

The number of 
cars entering the 
CIVITAS corridor 
fell by more than 
7,500 per day. 
 
Car mode split 
down 0.4%; public 
transport up 0.1%; 
cycling up 0.3% 
and walk down 
0.1% compared 
with BaU 
scenario. 
 
Occupancy in paid 
parking areas 
down from 44% in 
2010 to 23% in 
2012.  
 
 

Strong 
hostility to 
the scheme, 
with 41% 
support at 
the proposal 
stage and 
only 25% 
once in 
place. 

Some useful 
lessons in 
terms of the 
need for 
consultation 
and also of 
designing 
schemes to 
meet specific 
transport or 
environment
al needs. 

Utrecht 
Mimosa 

6.4 

Cycle parking in distinct 
phases:  
 
More efficient cycle racks 

Economy 
Not measured 
 
Energy 

431 extra spaces 
freed up by the 
removal of 
abandoned 

Not 
measured 

Cycle mode 
share 
amongst 
residents 
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City Outputs 
Economy 

Energy 
Environment 

Transport Society Comments 

providing 458 extra cycle 
parking places  
 
Portable bike-parking: a 
trailer transporting bicycle 
racks so they can be 
moved to where the 
demand is at different 
times. 
 
950 space off-street 
guarded cycle parking at 
two sites 
 
Signposting of cycle 
parking facilities 
 
Communication campaign 
 
Enforcement: removal of 
cycles left in the racks for 
more than 28 days 

Not measured 
 
Environment 

Not measured 
 

bicycles 
 
Cycle mode share 
increased to 55% 
from 51% though 
not clear how far 
attributable to this 
measure rather 
than the full 
CIVITAS package 
of measures. 
 

increased, 
but unclear 
to what 
extent this 
measure 
influenced 
behaviour. 

 
 
In Gent, a combination of planned rail ridership growth from 45,000 to 65,000 and residential 
and commercial development of 200.000m² was the impetus behind a long-run plan to 
reduce parking pressure and to reduce the use of the private car in the ELAN corridor. The 
challenge is from residents driving to the rail station to commute by train to regional cities.  
 
A new tariff zone (red in the adjacent picture) was defined around the station and a parking 
policy plan was developed in consultation with 
stakeholders. The plan was balanced, with new 
provision of underground parking spaces as well 
as restrictions around the station. A five-hour 
parking limit was imposed for on-street parking, to 
remove commuter parking in the short run.  This 
has proved an effective and politically acceptable 
way to differentiate on-street and underground 
parking tariffs, as political leaders were loth to use 
higher parking charges as an instrument.  
 
For the longer run, negotiations with developers, 
residents and offices are seeking to restrict the 
number of cars owned and used in the area. As 
well as car-sharing, cycle parking and other 
familiar encouragements to reduce car use, 
innovative aspects are space-sharing between 
residents and businesses at different times of day, 
and that covenants will be sought with residents 
moving into new buildings committing not to own a 
car, thus reducing traffic movement as well as parking pressure in the centre. 
 
The Donostia–San Sebastián scheme also proved effective, but is unpopular, leading to a 
recommendation familiar from the previous round of CIVITAS.  It is critical to involve citizens 
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and politicians when developing parking strategies, so that the motivation and consequences 
are understood and the policies better accepted.  
 
Utrecht, by contrast, is a city known for high levels of cycling, with many thousands of cycle 
park spaces at its station and throughout the city. The innovation here was in the way that 
cycle parking was provided, for example with portable parking that could be erected short-
term where there is demand and then removed to restore public space.  
 
The summary table below shows the implementation and evaluation progress of the 
measures. A similar table is provided for each of the 6 sub-clusters in the parking and traffic 
management cluster, using the following scoring scale: 
 

4.2 PARK & RIDE 

 
Whilst several of the park & ride schemes were still in the development stage at the time of 
reporting, the measures included many technical and policy innovations which will be of 
interest to other cities. 
 

Table 4.2: Achieved Outputs and Impacts for Park & Ride 

City Outputs 
Economy 

Energy 
Environment 

Transport Society Comments 

Brescia 
Modern 
03.03 

 Developed rules and 
processes for 
interoperable public 
transport and parking 
tickets 

 Common ticketing 
system developed to 
promote the use of 
alternatives to the car 

 Software to manage 
P&R system built and 
tested 

 Hardware for the new 
Omnibus ticket and for 
double-face tickets for 
occasional P&R users 

 More than 7000 'Mifare' 
cards distributed, covering 
parking, bike sharing, 
metro and bus 

 
 
 
 
 

Economy 
Not measured 
 
Energy 
Not measured 
 
Environment 

Not measured 

Not measured, as 
P&R will not open 
until the Metro is 
introduced in 
2013. 

Not 
measured, 
as P&R not 
yet built 

Evaluation 
will take 
place once 
the park & 
ride is in 
place. 

Gent 
Elan 
2.4 

The measure was 
suspended due to 
developments around the 
car park land, but some 
outputs were achieved: 

 development of an 
integrated ticketing 
system, involving all 
public transport 
operators and a 

Economy 

Not measured 
 
Energy 
Not measured 
 
Environment 
Restricting p&r 
use to those 
continuing into the 

A 'before' 
measurement 
found typical P&R 
occupancy of 28% 
when no Expo 
events take place 
and over 100% 
when events are 
on (111 spaces). 
 

Not 
measured, 
as P&R not 
yet built 

Evaluation 
will take 
place once 
the park & 
ride is built. 
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City Outputs 
Economy 

Energy 
Environment 

Transport Society Comments 

private parking 
company; 

 smart card technology 
designed, using the 
'Calypso' system 

 protocols for payment 
and revenue 
distribution agreed. 

city by public 
transport was 
driven partly by a 
desire for 
sustainable travel 
to nearby Expo 
halls 

Funchal 
Mimosa 2.4 

Bus routes provided from 
park and ride sites directly 
to schools. 

Economy 
The parking made 
a small profit, 
which helped 
offset the bus 
service costs, so 
the net cost was 
22,000 Euro in 15 
months. 
 
Energy 

Not measured 
 
Environment 
Emissions rose 
slightly (21 tonnes 
CO2 p/a) since 
additional buses 
were used (but 
with a low 
occupancy rate) 
and a meaningful 
shift from car was 
not seen during 
the evaluation 
period 

An increase of 
almost 6,000 PT 
trips over a period 
of one year and 
two months. 
Furthermore, the 
new school routes 
cut travel time for 
most users. 
However, 
indications are 
that most bus 
users were 
walking or using 
other bus routes 
to reach their 
destination prior to 
the measure. 

Over 75% of 
surveyed 
residents 
and non-
residents 
perceived 
MOBI 
PARQUE 
and school 
service as 
useful or 
very useful 
before its 
implementati
on. This 
rating 
diminished 
after 
implementati
on of the 
service, to 
64%. Before 
implementati
on people 
perceived 
P&R as 
different 
from what 
was 
implemented 
in terms of 
the mix of 
fares and 
location of 
the parking 
facilities. 
 
 
 

Due to low 
public 
transport 
ridership, 
only a small 
scale survey 
was 
possible, the 
results of 
which are 
not 
statistically 
significant. 

 
 
 
 
 

Bologna 
Mimosa 2.2 

Existing car park 'Tanari' 
doubled from 400 to 800 
spaces, with improved 
lighting, access control, 
video surveillance and 
security and converted to 
bus and bike P&R. 
 
Two new P&R sites 
identified, one developed 
with 160 spaces and 
opened at the end of 2012. 
 
Improved public transport 
connections through the 

Economy 
Not measured 
 
Energy 

Not measured 
 
Environment 
Not measured 
 

P&R users rose 
160% from 2008 
to 2011; revenues 
by 77% 
 
97% of car park 
users have used 
the bus service 
and 48% use the 
parking at least 
twice a week 
 
71% of P&R users 
say they park 
there because of 

Loyalty 
amongst 
P&R users, 
but lower 
awareness 
amongst 
non-users: 
40% of a 
random 
sample of 
300 citizens 
of Bologna 
and nearby 
towns knew 
of the P&R 

Clear 
increase in 
ridership and 
thoughtful 
design of 
non-user 
survey in 
surrounding 
areas as well 
as in the city 
itself. 
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City Outputs 
Economy 

Energy 
Environment 

Transport Society Comments 

revision of existing bus 
lines from P&R to city 
centre, new bus lanes and 
sensitive parking provision 
for local shops on the 
routes from the p&r to the 
city centre. 
New internet booking and 
payment system for 
parking developed. 
Video surveillance system 
in the parking area. 
Sheltered bike racks where 
users can park their own 
bicycles to ride to the final 
destination after parking 
their car. 
Rental of conventional or 
electric bikes. 
VMS signs give real time 
information on the 
availability of parking 
spaces. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

the bus service 
 
Only half of the 
P&R users were 
aware of the Park 
& Bike service. 
 
Parking pressure 
in the city centre 
would be higher 
without the P&R. 
 

facilities. 
 
88% of non-
users 
supported 
P&R as a 
concept to 
strengthen 
sustainable 
mobility. 

 
 
 
 
 
Utrecht 
Mimosa 2.1 

Marketing strategy, market 
research, promotion plan. 
P&R website 
(www.slimutrechtin.nl) 
Development of a P&R app 
showing the location of the 
closest P+R, the opening 
hours and costs, etc. 
1544 P&R spaces on 
working days and 2,105 at 
weekends in three park & 
ride sides. 
Combiticket: one car can 
be parked at the P+R and 
five persons can travel by 
public transport to the city 
centre and back again. 

Economy 
Not measured 
 
Energy 
Not measured 
 
Environment 
Not measured 
 

P&R ticket sales 
increased by more 
than a third. 
 
Traffic growth in 
the city was lower 
than predicted: 
9,700 cars fewer 
than the 'Business 
as usual' model, 
but attributable to 
several MIMOSA 
measures acting 
in concert, not to 
P&R alone. 

Awareness 
of and 
support for 
P&R was not 
markedly 
different in 
surveys 
before and 
after the 
measure, but 
was fairly 
high at over 
60% 
awareness 
and over 
90% 
approval. 
 
Hits on the 
new website, 

Increase in 
park and ride 
but not clear 
to what 
extent due to 
this measure 
or to the 
entire 
CIVITAS 
package of 
interventions
. 
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City Outputs 
Economy 

Energy 
Environment 

Transport Society Comments 

by 
comparison 
with the old, 
rose over 
50% to over 
130,000 per 
year. 

 
The Italian city of Brescia has provided a good practice example by developing an integrated 
ticketing system for park & ride in advance of introducing the park & ride facility. This avoids 
problems of potential users being put off by inadequately developed payment and access 
methods when the park & ride opens. The new single ticketing platform for park & ride and 
public transport provides both season tickets for regular users 'Mifare' and a magnetic ticket 
for occasional users (pictured).  
 

 

New double face ticket 

 
 
Utrecht also developed a multi-modal ticket, 
Combiticket, and launched a major marketing 
campaign for the existing park & ride. This 
rectified a situation in which, although park & 
ride provision was good, knowledge and use 
of the facilities was low.  
 

The map above shows one marketing tool. 
There were also publicity campaigns with 
mobile advertisements in the city centre 
and a redesigned website. Ticket sales 
increased by over a third and website hits 
rose over 50% to over 130,000 per year.  

side B  magnetic 
stripe (pt) 

(tratransport) 

Side A thermal 
paper (parking) 

……….. 
…. 
…………….. 
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Gent also developed new integrated ticketing systems to make park & ride more attractive, 
providing good examples of how to achieve development of protocols to be shared by the 
public and private sectors and among multiple transport operators.  
 
Funchal introduced an interesting innovation, running school buses from park & ride site, so 
that families could drive to the park & ride from which children and parents take their 
separate routes to school and work. Although 6,000 extra public transport trips were made 
over a period of 14 months, and the school routes saved travel time for most users, a shift 
from car to bus was not noted - most of the users of the school routes shifted either from 
other bus routes or walking to public transport. One impediment to take up was considered to 
be that only 12% of car commuters in the city pay for parking; for the rest it is free.  
 
Bologna showed that real success can be achieved through a combination of understanding 
the market for park & ride and developing integrated systems and marketing the service. 
Park & ride use rose 160% over five years through this measure.  
An existing car park, Tanari, was developed to 
provide doubled parking provision, from 400 to 
800 spaces, with improved lighting, access 
control, video surveillance and security and 
converted to bus and bike P&R. The picture 
shows buses, cars and bikes at Tanari.  
The sheltered bike racks have intelligent locking 
systems: subscribers receive a chip device which 
enables them to take a bike from the rack. When 
the user wants to take a bike, the device is 
inserted in the rack, and stays there until the user 
returns the bicycle. Users can also park their own 
bicycles in the secure facility. 
Two further park & ride sites were identified, one of which opened in late 2012 with 160 
spaces.  
Complementary improvements to bus services were also made, including new bus lanes as 
well as service revisions.  
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4.3 INTELLIGENT TRANSPORT SYSTEMS (ITS) 

 
The ITS measures introduced in this round of CIVITAS fell into two main types:  

- in cities which had less history of traffic control, systems familiar in other cities were 
introduced, the innovation being in developing an institutional and cultural shift; 

- in cities with established traffic management, systems were upgraded and new 
technologies deployed. 

 
Table 4.3: Achieved Outputs and Impacts for ITS 

City Outputs 
Economy 

Energy 
Environment 

Transport Society Comments 

Bologna 
Mimosa 3.3 

Access to the semi-
pedestrianised area 
integrated 
into Bologna’s multi-
modal “mobility card” 
 
Testing and installation of 
new software creating 
automatic release 
mechanism for pillars by 
recognition of registered 
smart cards.  
 
Distribution of 3,000 
Calypso smart cards to 
residents and parking 
space holders to replace 
their old ones. 
 
Information letter 
explaining the new 
system was sent to 
residents and 
parking space holders. 

Economy 
Not measured 
 
Energy 
Not measured 
 
Environment 

Not measured 
 

42% fall in 
vehicles entering 
the semi-
pedestrian area 
(cut 250 vehicles 
a day in the week 
and 206 at 
weekends). 
 
Elimination of the 
30% of incoming 
flows estimated 
to be 
unauthorised 
access under the 
old system. 
 
Fewer than 6% of 
those with smart 
cards for car 
access had also 
used them for 
PT: it is expected 
to take time for 
people to 
appreciate the full 
potential of the 
smart card. 

Reduced 
'maximum 
daily 
accesses' 
indicate a 
fall in use by 
people not 
entitled to 
enter but 
making use 
of others' 
passwords. 
 
Complaints 
are down 
55%. 

Clear evaluation 
of both the 
technology and 
the reduction in 
unauthorised 
vehicle entries 
to LTZ. 

Bologna 
Mimosa 8.2 

Portable device named 
'SCOUT' installed in 
police cars to photograph 
illegally cars with ANPR 
for automatic 
enforcement 
 

Economy 
Cost between 
7,000 and 10,000 
Euro for one 
camera, plus 
police staffing 
costs operating 
the car and 
camera  
 
Energy 
Not measured 
 
Environment 
Not measured 

Reduction in 
illegal on-street 
parking: 55% in 
parking in bus 
lanes; 38% in 
parking in 
prohibited areas, 
on the first route 
 
Fines down 53% 
on the second 
route 
 
PT reliability: std 
dev of journey 
time down 56%. 

Not 
measured. 

Measurement of 
reduced 
violations and 
improved public 
transport 
reliability. 

Utrecht 
Mimosa 
3.1 
 

Digitised process for pay 
parking.  
 
Communication 

Economy 
The number of 
enforcement 
officers fell from 

Proportion of 
short-term parked 
cars with an 
appropriate ticket 

In the first 
few months 
almost 15% 
of paid 

Measurement 
not extensive, 
but showed 
behaviour 
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City Outputs 
Economy 

Energy 
Environment 

Transport Society Comments 

campaign. 
 
Digital visitor permit. 
 
Scan-car with licence 
plate readers allows 
targeting of enforcement 
resources, as the reader 
identifies cars not in the 
central digital parking 
database and these are 
checked by enforcement 
personnel on scooters 
and on foot. 
 
Mobile parking: paying for 
parking by calling, 
texting, mobile internet or 
a special smart phone-
app.  

63 in 2008 to 45 
in 2012. 
 
Personnel costs 
fell, since the 
parking reception 
had 13,000 fewer 
visitors p.a. 
 
€ 60,000 per year 
saving on parking 
use 
measurement 
costs by using 
the scan car. 
 
Energy 
Not measured 
 
Environment 

Not measured 

increased 10%.  
 
Despite 
increased tariffs 
and reduction in 
short-stay tickets 
the number of 
day-, evening- 
and visitor permit 
parking tickets 
sold increased 
(because the pay 
parking area was 
extended). 

 
 

parking by 
visitors was 
done by 
mobile 
phone 
parking. 
 

change in the 
way people pay 
for parking and 
in observation. 
Significant cost 
savings. 

Monza 
Archimedes 
80 

Systematic identification 
of principal routes on 
which VMS should be 
installed. 
 
55 VMS information 
panels installed, showing 
real time information on 
parking availability within 
the city. 
 
All but one of the city's 
car parks connected to 
the central information 
system. 
 
The VMS can also carry 
general traffic 
information. 

Economy 
After a tendering 
exercise, costs 
were reduced 
from an 
estimated 
750,000 Euros to 
430,000 Euros, 
plus 3,000 Euros 
for new power 
supplies  
 
Energy 
Not measured 
 
Environment 
Not measured 

50% said they 
check Infopark 
before choosing 
a car park. 
 
15% said that on 
finding car parks 
full they usually 
drive on to look 
for another 
(before VMS). 

66% knew 
the system 
and 33% felt 
it would save 
time.  
 
 
25% said the 
VMS avoids 
wasting 
time. 
 

Small surveys of 
a qualitative 
nature. Parking 
demand low, so 
impact similarly 
low. 

Aalborg 
Archimedes 
20 

Parking Information 
System (PIS) with 65 
displays on 38 signs, of 
which 32 dynamic and 6 
passive 
 

Economy 
Not measured 
 
Energy 
Not measured 
 
Environment 

CO2 emission 
reduced by 71 
tonnes per year 
 

Parking 
occupancy 
reduced from 
61% to 41% due 
to better 
distribution of 
cars 
 
Time taken 
searching for a 
parking space 
fell, saving 9,978 
hours and 
233,000 km 
driven per year. 

92% aware 
of the PIS  
 
79% found it 
easier to find 
a parking 
space due to 
PIS 
 
18% had 
changed 
their choice 
of car park 
due to the 
PIS 

Estimates 
derived from 
qualitative 
survey rather 
than traffic 
measurement; 
parking 
occupancy low 
so traffic impact 
commensurately 
low.  

 
Donostia–
San 
Sebastián 
Archimedes 
75 

5 VMS units installed at 
entrance points to the city 
and 14 along the main 
routes to inform drivers 
about the occupancy 
rates of on-street and 
underground car parks, 

Economy 
Not measured 
 
Energy 

Not measured 
 
Environment 

Not measured 78% 
approved of 
the parking 
information  
 
62% felt that 
they would 

Decline in 
parking 
occupancy 
meant small 
impact and 
difficult to 
measure. Some 
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City Outputs 
Economy 

Energy 
Environment 

Transport Society Comments 

thus encouraging them to 
choose efficiently and 
reduce time and mileage 
searching for parking. 

Emissions fell 
below the level 
they would 
otherwise have 
been with current 
traffic volumes: 
CO2 -446.12 
ton/year (0.2%; 
CO -35.27 ton 
(0.15%); NOx -
4.4 ton (0.3%); 
Particulates -
32.96 (0.3%) 

help improve 
the parking 
situation 

measure of 
public 
satisfaction. 

Gent 
Elan 
8.6 

VMS signs giving parking 
space information. 
Ramp metering to 
measure congestion, with 
re-routeing advice when 
strategic roads become 
busy. 
 
Traffic light management 
to regulate flows. 
 
Static signs giving 
advance warning of 
roadworks and special 
events. 

Economy 
Not measured 
 
Energy 
Not measured 
 
Environment 
Not measured 
 

Increase in use of 
P&R during the 
'Light Festival' 
when 200,000 
visitors arrive. 
 
Under normal 
traffic conditions, 
queueing is rare, 
so a shift could 
not be measured 
reliably. 
8% of drivers 
leaving car parks 
said they had 
used the signs. 

Not 
measured 

Low queueing 
means that the 
requirement for 
the 
management 
system is 
unclear. 
Qualitative 
surveys found 
some drivers 
changed 
behaviour. 

 
The Italian city of Monza introduced VMS signs for the first time to direct users to the most 
efficient car parks. Low parking occupancy meant that the system was mainly of value to 
visitors, but the city is a regional centre so there are many visitors, particularly from Brianza, 
Milan Como and Lecco, as some of the parking areas are close to public offices (Hospital, 
Law Court, Chamber of Commerce, University, etc.) or market areas. 
 
 
 
Similarly, Aalborg in Denmark had only 61% car park 
occupancy before the measure providing real time VMS 
information on car park occupancy and routeing. 
Occupancy fell to 41% after the project and the city 
estimates that significant time savings have been 
derived by the 18% of drivers of changed their car park 
based on the VMS advice.  
 
 

 
 
Parking pressure in Donostia–San Sebastián fell during the 
CIVITAS project time, perhaps due to the change in the economic 
cycle in Spain, though there has been a positive reception of VMS 
signing in a survey of citizens.  
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The more technological developments took place in cities which have a tradition of traffic 
management: 
 
In Bologna, an existing system of bollards activated by a password had high volumes of 
unauthorised access. This was replaced with new software controlling retractable bollards by 
recognition of registered smart cards and activating a siren-sensor to allow emergency 
vehicles access without delay. The new smartcard system reduced incoming flows into the 
area by 30%.   
         Double-parking and bus-lane parking captured by SCOUT. 

Bologna also introduced 
new 'SCOUT' ITS systems 
for parking enforcement: a 
car-mounted camera system 
with automatic video 
transmission to the 
processing centre, licence 
plate recognition (ANPR), 
biometric identification (by a 
fingerprint reader 
integration) and links to different data bases for cross checks (e.g. stolen cars) and a 
GPS/Galileo satellite application to provide the exact position of the vehicle in order to avoid 
disputes when fines are issued. 
 
Utrecht used ITS to update parking payment and enforcement. Drivers pay by mobile phone, 
online or by digitised resident or visitor permits - residents are permitted 70 hours' free 
parking every three months for their visitors. Traditional parking tickets can still be 
purchased, but demand for these is diminishing rapidly in the light of the new technologies on 
offer. Enforcement is carried out by a 
Scan-car with licence plate readers 
which allows targeting of enforcement 
resources, as the reader identifies cars 
not in the central digital parking 
database and these are checked by 
enforcement personnel on scooters and on foot. 
 
In Gent, VMS signs are linked to ramp metering to measure congestion, re-routeing traffic at 
times of congestion. Although the majority of drivers did not pay attention to the signs, an 8% 
shift in cars circulating looking for parking can be significant in reducing overall delays. 
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4.4 ACCESS MANAGEMENT 

 
The access management measures showed the value of good design, consultation and 
enforcement. In most cases, there were new designs of traffic management and signing 
along with new enforcement, to overcome violations of restrictions by general traffic and in 
the other, a comprehensive new traffic management system showed how Accession 
Countries can apply wholesale and to excellent effect the principles developed and shared in 
previous CIVITAS measures.  
 

Table 4.4: Achieved Outputs and Impacts for Access Management 

City Outputs 
Economy 

Energy 
Environment 

Transport Society Comments 

Gent 
Elan  
3.4 

New permit 
system for 
access to 
pedestrian area 
for cars, freight 
and motorised 
two-wheelers 
developed in 
workshops with 
city services and 
police. 
Reductions in 
permit numbers 
agreed, with 
revision of 
delivery hours - 
before 11.00 and 
after 18.00. 
A process agreed 
for email or sms 
special 
permission to 
enter in a vehicle 
for urgent 
business. 
Pilot project of 
ANPR cameras in 
two areas. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Economy 
Not measured 
 
Energy 
Not measured 
 
Environment 
Not measured 
 

Not measured - full 
project yet to be 
implemented 

Not measured Not measured - 
full project yet to 
be implemented 

Gent 
Elan 
7.3 

Discussion 
platform on 
sustainable 
goods delivery 
examined 

Economy 
Not measured 
 
Energy 

Not measured 

Abuse of loading/ 
unloading parking 
spots fell by 80% 
(target 20%). 
Although some 

Not 
measured. 

Clear 
measurement 
using a 
segmented 
approach which 
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City Outputs 
Economy 

Energy 
Environment 

Transport Society Comments 

solutions to limit 
the nuisance from 
city distribution of 
goods, using D-
Via digital map to 
facilitate 
evaluation of 
options. 
Pilot project 
developed a new 
type of loading 
spot around a 
main city centre 
street. 
4 new loading 
areas of the new 
type were 
introduced in 
total, following 
the pilot. 

 
Environment 
Not measured 
 

abuse remained, it 
was now short-stay 
and long term 
parking (over an 
hour) on loading 
bays has ceased, 
possibly due to 
greater 
enforcement as well 
as the design of the 
loading bay. 
 

could be adopted 
by many cities. 

Iasi 
Archimedes 

22 

Incremental shift 
to controlled 
access: 
- weight 
restriction 
- speed restriction 
- supply activities 
restricted and are 
not permitted in 
peak hours of 
07:00-09:00 and 
15:00 to 17:00 
- restrictions 
made drivers use 
routes adjacent to 
the historic centre 

Economy 
Not measured 
 
Energy 
Not measured 

 
Environment 

CO2 fell 7.7% in 
the day, 8.4% at 
night; NO2 7.5% 
& 9.5%; noise 
7.9% and 3.7%.  

Cars into the 
historic centre fell 
92% in the peak 
and 91% in the off-
peak.  
 
Goods vehicle 
movements fell 
84% 
 

90% of 
citizens 
supported the 
access 
restriction by 
2012, up from 
76% in 2009 
at the 
proposal 
stage 
Half 
considered 
the centre 
attractive by 
2012, 
compared 
with a quarter 
in 2009. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Clear results; 
methodology 
suitable for cities 
which do not 
have automatic 
traffic counters. 

 
 
 
 
 

Vitoria-
Gasteiz  
Modern 
03.01 

 
Traffic restrictions 
 
Roads hierarchy 
with through 
traffic around the 
edges of the zone 
 
Camera 
enforcement 

Economy 
Not measured 
 
Energy 

Not measured 
 
Environment 
(Against a rising 
trend before 
CIVITAS) 

Traffic fell a further 
6% through this 
initiative, on top of 
the earlier 60% fall 
achieved by the 
tram and 
accompanying 
physical works and 
traffic regulation. 
Distribution of traffic 

Telephone 
survey of 400 
citizens, 
random 
selection: 
acceptance of 
this measure 
6.51 out of a 
possible 
score of 10. 

Clear results; 
introducing 
control measures 
later than the 
major public 
transport 
infrastructure and 
access rules, 
made the impact 
of the 
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City Outputs 
Economy 

Energy 
Environment 

Transport Society Comments 

 
Information 
campaign and an 
experimental 
period before 
cameras used for 
enforcement 

CO2 down 4%; 
NOxdown 1%; 
small 
particulates 
down 7% - 
modelled, using 
assumptions 
about average 
emissions per 
vehicle. 

showed 
motorcycles 
constant, cars and 
vans down 2% 
each, trucks up 4%.  

enforcement 
clear. 

 
A widely applicable access management measure was introduced for freight in Gent. After a 
systematic analysis with stakeholders, the key constraint was 
identified as a lack of loading space, leading to improper use, 
so a pilot project was set up to develop a new type of loading 
spot. Following the pilot, four loading areas of the new type 
were introduced. There were several innovations here: first, 
along with upright signs conveying the traffic regulations, vivid 
road markings show that the parking is only for 15 minutes to 
unload/load and requires a ticket.  
Although the measure is centred on freight, it resolves two 
types of violations: freight parking in the wrong place or at the 
wrong time, and also general traffic using bays reserved for 
freight. Most often, the cars make 'quick stops' in the freight 
bays, but if a lorry has to park in an inappropriate place 
because of the car violation this has severe knock-on effects. These car short stops were 
eliminated entirely in the new parking bays.   
Gent has several types of loading arrangement: traditional signing and markings; the new 
loading bay; removable bollards in narrow streets, where shopkeepers have a key to unlock 
the bollards for loading, and finally some bollards set back from the carriageway giving a few 
metres of loading space where footways are wide enough to allow the space. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In parallel with this 

focused freight measure, Gent 3.4 introduced new technologies for 
enforcement to support negotiated new rules for access to an already pedestrianised area 
which was suffering high levels of violations.  
 
ANPR was installed to reduce the flow of vehicles passing through the pedestrian area, 
including car, freight and motorised two-wheelers, and thus to improve the pedestrian 
amenity. If the licence plate matches a white list of vehicles with valid permits, then the 
recorded image is erased, with no action being taken. Any vehicle that does not have a 
permit or a vehicle that has used up all the access fares on its permit has its recorded 
images archived and a financial penalty is imposed. 
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There are two particularly strong aspects to this measure: the first is that it was negotiated 
with stakeholders - agreement to keep out private cars was readily reached, and then permit 
numbers were settled for access for deliveries, but recognising the different needs of, for 
example, deliveries of perishables, non-perishable goods, postal services, etc. 
 
The second strength is the simplicity of the scheme. The pictures below show, first, the 
design of restrictions in the city and then the relatively few camera points required to deliver 
wide-ranging impact.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Vitoria-Gasteiz had a similar problem to Gent: an existing 
pedestrian zone had suffered high levels of violations. The city 
had previously used bollards for enforcement, but found high 
costs in repairs after collisions and corresponding safety 
concerns. Vitoria-Gasteiz used new technologies to enforce a 
clear spatial management concept 'the superblock' in which 
traffic was channelled around a defined area. 
 
The 'superblock' creates a hierarchy of streets, separating 
roads crossing the superblock from the more major roads and 
channelling the traffic around the superblock. The city space 
within the superblock gives priority to pedestrians, though 
allowing access for cycles and designated vehicles. 
Early morning in the superblock: 

 
Specific hours are designated for loading and unloading goods 
and, outside these hours, the only vehicles allowed access are 
public transport services, municipal police, fireman vehicles, street 
cleaning service, and residents. 
 
The entry of each vehicle into the zone is recorded. If it not among 
the permitted vehicles, it attracts a fine. Every exit is also recorded 
and if a permitted vehicle enters the superblock and exits in a short 
time, it is considered to have been through-traffic and not entering 
for the permitted purpose and it, too, attracts a fine.  
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In practice, the time allowed for entering and leaving the zone - before a fine is applied - is 30 
km/h, which effectively limits the number of possible offenders. The implication is that the 6% 
reduction in traffic is from citizens complying voluntarily with the restrictions.  
 
A substantial communications programme was carried out to inform citizens of the purpose 
of the scheme and also to warn of the fines. In the initial period, offenders did not receive a 
fine, but all owners of motor vehicles detected by cameras at these routes receive a 
personalised information letter, which explained the measure and requested the cooperation 
of citizens. The letter includes a map of the area, showing restricted access routes and the 
camera positions, and that driving within the area of restricted access to authorized vehicles 
is an offense and would be liable to a fine. The information campaign was designed to 
remind citizens that passing traffic through this area is already forbidden, and the camera 
system is just a new way to control enforcement. 
 
A particularly useful aspect of this measure is that 
the superblock was introduced after the tramline 
and its associated traffic management measures 
had been in place for a while. This means that the 
6% further reduction in traffic in the area is clearly 
attributable to the superblock.  
 
The city reports that 'this new concept has 
allowed to distribute most of the traffic flows in the 
main roads, leaving the streets inside the 
superblock with only local traffic'. 
 
 
Iasi, in Romania, introduced, after consultation, access restrictions on freight and general 
traffic, to preserve the historic city centre, with general traffic directed around the area and 
freight permitted access at restricted hours. This is a valuable example of how an Accession 
Treaty city can implement the tools and techniques developed through previous EU 
programmes. Iasi took an incremental approach, starting with a restriction on vehicle weight 
to a maximum of 1.5 t/axle. Delivery hours were restricted to before and after the main 
commercial day. Traffic speeds were reduced to 30 km/h. Finally, traffic restrictions made 
drivers use routes adjacent to the historic centre. This comprehensive scheme delivered over 
90% reduction in car traffic, peak and off peak, and 84% reduction in goods vehicle 
movements. The project had strong public support at the proposal stage and overwhelming 
public support after it had been delivered. This is a great example of a city taking all the 
CIVITAS lessons and applying them well to excellent effect. 
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4.5 LIMITED TRAFFIC ZONE (LTZ) 

 
The four limited traffic zone (LTZ) measures extend knowledge on the design and 
management of LTZs. Perugia started an LTZ from scratch in an area outside the city centre 
which was suffering from high levels of parking by people going on into the centre rather than 
using the local area. Bologna and Funchal use new technologies to yield cost savings as well 
as better enforcement. Brighton and Hove have harnessed new behavioural research to 
develop a new style of LTZ in which the design of the street changes traffic and pedestrian 
priority rather than significant infrastructure, signing and enforcement. 
 
 
 

Table 4.5: Achieved Outputs and Impacts for LTZ 

Measure Outputs 
Economy 

Energy 
Environment 

Transport Society Comments 

Bologna 3.2 

Revised parking charges: 
higher charges in the city 
centre and lower in the 
periphery. 
 
Access permits with bar 
codes issued to residents 
and businesses; updated 
'scratch and park' tickets 
for visitors. 
 
Telematics systems for 
enforcement and 
management:  
- updated parking meters 
connected by remote 
control;  
- bar-code parking permits;  
- palmtops for parking 
controllers to read the bar 
codes, recognise car 
plates and make GPS links 
with the central system 
- internet booking system 
for citizens to apply for or 
renew permits.  
 
Information campaign on 
the municipal website and 
in the press.  

Economy 

Reduced front-
office staff as 
permits are now 
available online. 
 
5% increase in 
parking revenues 
between 2009 and 
2011 
 
 
Energy 

Not measured 
 
Environment 
Not measured 
 

20% reduction in 
accesses to the 
city centre 
between 2006 and 
2011 and a further 
10% reduction in 
2012. 
 

56% of 
citizens in a 
survey felt 
that the 
parking 
charges and 
control 
facilitates 
finding a 
parking 
space. 
 
58% agreed 
with the 
parking 
charge 
structure. 
 
Parking 
controllers 
felt that the 
bar code 
system did 
not improve 
efficiency but 
that the OCR 
licence plate 
reading does 
- the system 
was modified 
in response 
to the 
controllers' 
feedback. 
 
 
 
 

A good 
practice 
example of 
evaluation 
and review. 

Funchal 3.1 

Automatic retractable 
bollard 
 
Camera to identify licence 

Economy 
Total cost 
€94.871: 
equipment 

Vehicle entries 
more than halved, 
from 20 a day to 
9.  

The 
automatic 
control 
system was 

The low level 
of traffic 
means that 
this 
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Measure Outputs 
Economy 

Energy 
Environment 

Transport Society Comments 

plates 
 
Intercommunication device 
for drivers to speak to 
controllers if need arises 
Database in which all the 
allowed vehicles are 
registered.  
 

€51.131,42, public 
works €36.313,3 
and others, 
including training 
campaigns 
€5.504,22. 
Communication 
costs €7.504,22.  
Avoided staff 
costs for opening 
and closing 
padlocked 
bollards, around 
€500 per month. 
 
Energy 
 
Environment 
Noise fell 4.1Db / 
day. 

 considered 
useful by 
those 
entitled to 
enter. 
 
The public 
and 
stakeholders 
considered 
that traffic 
had fallen. 

measuremen
t may not be 
widely 
applicable 
(though 
there may be 
a larger than 
50% 
decrease 
where traffic 
is heavier). 

Brighton & 
Hove 21 

Shared space scheme in 
which vehicles are allowed 
access at all times but the 
character of the street 
signals pedestrian priority. 
 

Economy 
Measure costs 
83,601 Euro.  
 
Retail spending is 
estimated to have 
risen year on year 
by:  
Year 1-2: +7.5% 
Year 2-3: +5% 
Year 3-4: +2.5%    
 
'Medium' est: 
accident cost 
savings c. 
300,000 Euro over 
the four years of 
CIVITAS; 
environmental 
savings at 
600,000, and total 
savings including 
other benefits 
accumulate to 
1.26m Euro, 
against a cost of 
0.08m Euro. 
 
Energy 
Not measured 
 
Environment 

Emissions savings 
are estimated at: 
Year 1-2: -5% 
Year 2-3: -2.5% 
Year 3-4: -1%    
with these savings 
cumulative. 

Reduction in cars 
by 30%, cycles by 
48% and increase 
in pedestrians of 
60%. 
 
There were 
almost a thousand 
more movements 
after the measure. 
Pedestrian mode 
share grew from 
55% to 74%, 
whilst car fell from 
40% to 24% and 
cycle from 5% to 
2.3%.  
 
Motorists seem to 
behave as though 
they are intruders 
in the street; give 
almost total 
priority to 
pedestrians and 
most drive at the 
lowest possible 
speeds. 
 

90.5% in a 
survey think 
schemes like 
New Road 
are a good 
thing. 
86% would 
like to see 
schemes like 
New Road 
implemented 
elsewhere in 
the city. 
 
'Encounters' 
(pedestrians 
giving way to 
vehicles, or 
vice versa) 
did not 
change 
significantly 
at the 
junction, 
suggesting 
that junction 
behaviour is 
rather 
'embedded'.  
 
Research 
participants 
were asked 
whether they 
would be 
willing to 
make a 
hypothetical 
financial 
contribution 
towards the 
development 

Although 
some of the 
monitoring is 
experimental
, it could 
transfer 

elsewhere. 
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Measure Outputs 
Economy 

Energy 
Environment 

Transport Society Comments 

of a similar 
scheme to 
New Road. 
49% were 
willing to 
make a 
donation, 
with 
amounts 
averaging 
£67.53. 
Despite the 
limitations of 
this 
approach, 
the figures 
provide an 
interesting 
perspective 
on how we 
might be 
able to value 
street 
improvement
s based 
upon the 
general 
public’s 
perspective. 

Perugia 3.2 

16 new parking meters 
installed on the 4 main 
roads in the Filosofi on 
which shops are located 
 
Free parking spaces 
reduced by 40% 
 
Residential and disabled 
parking spaces increased 
fivefold. 
 
Enforcement 

Economy 
Parking revenues 
to the Company 
managing the 
parking, not to the 
Municipality  
 
Energy 
Not measured 
 
Environment 

Not measured 
 

Reduction in the 
number of illegally 
parked vehicles 
by up to 33% 
(depending on 
time of day) 
 
Daily average of 
parked vehicles 
has fallen 12% 
 
Average parking 
duration has 
become lower 
than 1 hour 
 
Traffic cruising 
looking for parking 
space is 
perceived to have 
been reduced. 

Before and 
after:  
'I don't think 
about how I 
travel, I just 
take the car' 
- disagree 

rose from 
22% to 27% 
' I make a 
genuine 
choice as to 
which means 
of transport I 
use on a 
daily basis' 
agree from 
27% to 49%.  
Dissatisfacti
on with 
parking 
charges rose 
from 54% to 
82% which 
the city 
considers 
'another 
proof that 
promoting 
less private 
car 
dependent 
life style 

Thorough 
analysis of 
parking, 
with social 
response 
also 
measured. 
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Measure Outputs 
Economy 

Energy 
Environment 

Transport Society Comments 

policies, 
although 
with the use 
of restricting 
policies, are 
working 
well'.  
81% of 
shopkeepers 
use the car 
to go to work 
but 30% 
agree that 
they should 
pay parking 
fares. 

 
 
Bologna had introduced an LTZ which reduced entries to the city centre by 20% over five 
years: this CIVITAS measure reduced it by a further 10% in one year alone. The problems 
were a mixture of illegal on-street parking, people driving around simply looking for parking 
spaces, and lack of parking for residents. The core strategy was to address parking policies 
by making charges higher in the centre than in the outskirts, thus discouraging driving into 
the centre.  
 
Bar-coded permits were issued for residents and others permitted access (example, right, of 
permits for natural gas/gpl and electric/hybrid vehicles). Even private car parks were issued 
with limited numbers of bar codes for 
use by their customers, so that drivers 
could not enter with the excuse that 
they hoped to find a space in one of 
these private lots. Drivers not entitled to 
bar code access must purchase 
'scratch and park' tickets.  
 
Telematics-based enforcement of parking permit use and 
internet booking for the permits brought costs down 
significantly.  
 
 
Funchal, in Madeira, might seem to have a low level of traffic problems: before the CIVITAS 
measure, vehicle entries were around 20 a day. As the picture below shows, however, this is 
significant in such a scenic and protected environment.  
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Some of these accesses were violations. The bollards to enter the area were locked and 
unlocked by keys and copies were held 
by people not entitled to them.  
The lockable bollards were therefore 
replaced by automatic retractable 
bollards activated by ANPR cameras 
which recognise the registration numbers 
of vehicles permitted to enter.  
 
In Brighton's cultural quarter, an LTZ used the emerging concept of shared space. Vehicles 
are allowed access at all times, but the design of the street is of a character to suggest that 
pedestrians have priority. The evidence base was strong, showing a steep fall in traffic and a 
rise in retail activity both absolutely and by comparison with a local street of conventional 
design. General Public interviewees expressed positive emotions (e.g. relaxed, comfortable, 
happy) when describing how they felt in New Road’s balanced street environment and 
recollected negative emotions when spending time in the previous, traditional street (e.g. 
indifferent, unsafe). They were attracted to the street by a range of attributes, supporting a 
conclusion that successful streets cannot be created by surface treatments alone. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Before and After on New Road 
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Perugia is the regional centre of Umbria and attracts traffic from a wide area, as well as 

tourists from all over the world. The city centre historic 
area within the medieval walls is fully controlled with 
electronic gates and the monitoring of access, egress 
and duration of vehicles. Vehicles are only permitted 
to enter at certain times and parking in the area is 
strictly controlled on parking meters. Access to the city 
centre is mainly via an escalator and lift system, 
providing free mobility from a ring of car parks. This 
strong system of traffic management in the city has 
led to parking pressure in the ring around the centre. 
 
The CIVITAS measure introduced an attractive 
innovation of a 'soft LTZ' in an area on the boundary 
of the city centre. The Filosofi has escalators to 
provide access to the city centre and on-street parking 

was therefore used heavily by commuters or day visitors, avoiding the city centre restrictions. 
The measure transformed use of the parking so that short-stay was the dominant mode, 
meaning that the parking is now available for visitors to the Filosofi, which has 67 shops.   
 
The 4 main roads in the Filosofi were switched from free parking to 75% payment parking 
and 25% reserved parking spaces. Strict enforcement was introduced. The figures below 
show the transformation in space allocation and in parking abuses. 
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Although at first sight the 'after' picture appears to show that there is still parking abuse, this 
is no longer people parking where there are no marked spaces, but almost always people 
trying to get away without paying the fee for a short stop: 1125 fines have been issued to 
drivers who tried to park without paying and only 5 fines to drivers who left their cars in an 
illegal way. These violations are in spite of the low level of short-term parking charges:  
 

20 minutes - € 0,10 

40 minutes - € 0,60 

60 minutes - € 1,10 

80 minutes - € 1,60 

100 minutes - € 2,10 

120 minutes - € 2,60 

Every further hour (or hour fraction) - € 1,50 

 
As a result of this measure, there are now parking spaces available in the pay-parking 
spaces at all times of day.  
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4.6 RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT 

CIVITAS aims to provide examples and good practice guidance for smaller cities. Many of 
these have little or no tradition of traffic management and will need to develop schemes from 
this base when demand rises to the point at which congestion, environmental damage, noise 
or delay to pedestrians or public transport forces some action to be taken. In these cases 
especially, it is necessary to start with studies and reviews, so that policy makers can reach 
reasoned decisions as to which policies and measures can best tackle the problems.  
 
 

Table 4.6: Achieved Outputs and Impacts from Studies 

City Outputs 
Economy 

Energy 
Environment 

Transport Society Comments 

Ústí nad 
Labem 
Archimedes 
25 

Parking strategy research, 
analysing parking 
conditions in the city and 
proposing measures which 
responded both to those 
conditions and to future 
planned development in 
the city.  
 
City centre parking policy 
proposals developed: 
regulation of existing 
parking spaces, 
implementation of 
additional parking places 
and public garages, 
increased police 
enforcement, paid parking 
zones, dedicated loading 
/unloading spaces. 
Complementary measures 
to provide alternatives to 
city centre parking included 
restricting through traffic, 
increasing use of public 
transport, and the 
development of a 'Park and 
Go' scheme: a free car 
park walking distance from 
the city centre. 

 +0,9% (PT) 
-0,9 % (cars) 

Perception 
of 
accessibility:  
-Residential 
area: 
- 79,6 % 
 
-City centre: 
-32,6 % 
 

Lacking 
details of 
data 
collection  

Ústí nad 
Labem 
Archimedes 
28 & 67 

Study modelling the noise, 
time savings, savings in 
accident costs, user costs, 
emissions, etc. of a variety 
of policy and investment 
scenarios. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Goods vehicles 
moving in demo 
areas: -0.92% 

 The model 
used to 
derive traffic 
data not 
explained 
clearly 

Donostia–
San 
Sebastián 
Archimedes 

Study identified 4 sites to 
be developed from exiting 
parking into park and ride, 
and positions for signs on 

  Mixed results of 
occupancy rates 

 Details of 
data 
collection 
missing  
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City Outputs 
Economy 

Energy 
Environment 

Transport Society Comments 

18 the main traffic corridors to 
encourage drivers to 
choose park and ride. 
Policy proposal to charge 
for the parking but with a 
discount for public 
transport users.  
 

Ústí nad 
Labem 
Archimedes 
27 

Traffic study on access 
control proposing:  
 

 Access restricted 
to public 
transport, 
residents, low 
emission vehicles 
and two-wheelers 

 Maximum speed 
30 km/h 

 Implementation of 
a specific 
residential zone 

 Established a 
system of roads 
with regulated 
traffic (no entry 
roads, one-way 
roads, etc.) 

 Creation of a 
detailed transport 
model of the city 
to facilitate 
evaluation of 
impacts. 

Economy 
Not measured 
 
Energy 
Not measured 
 
Environment 

Not measured 
 

Peak traffic flow  
: -32.9 %  
 
Off peak Traffic 
flow: -33.0.0 % 
 
Average modal 
split (in favour of 
PT): +8.2 %  
 

Environment 
Not 
measured 
 

Simulation 
based 
evaluation 
without 
validation of 
the modeling 
results 

 
 
Ústí nad Labem in the Czech Republic undertook three separate studies in order to examine 
different sets of policies. In Archimedes 27, a detailed transport model of the city was 
developed, which facilitated examination of various options, including access restrictions, 
speed limits and planning zoning. This strong base of thorough classification and 
examination of options is valuable to cities setting out to consider measures for the first time: 
it gives a clear picture of how the transport and social functions of the city interact.  
 
'The solution is not eliminating traffic completely. It rather encourages car users to change 
their habits and use other means of transport. Due to traffic restrictions, the centre can 
become a calm zone more attractive for both residents and visitors.' 
 
Two further studies in Ústí nad Labem focused on specific tasks: one developed a detailed 
model of the costs and benefits of different scenarios, over a wide range of impacts. Two 
scenarios are pictured below. 
 
Scenario B, Southwest bypass on 2nd class road 
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Scenario C, northeast bypass between 1st and 2nd class road 
 

 
 
 
The final study focused on parking strategies. This examined a number of problems and 
solutions found elsewhere in this report, such as the issue of public and private parking 
garages, enforcement, loading and unloading for deliveries, etc. Trials were carried out with 
goods suppliers and shopkeepers of parking disc systems and these trials provided an extra 
consultation and communication opportunity. This measure also tested a new innovation a 
'Park and Go' scheme, which would provide a free car park walking distance from the city 
centre, to reduce traffic in the centre whilst also encouraging walking and not requiring a 
great investment in alternative modes to the car. An immediate outcome of this study was a 
leaflet advising citizens on parking information.  
 

Donostia–San Sebastián also carried out a detailed parking 
study, planning for the introduction of 4 park and ride sites 
(pictured). These plans covered park and ride location, 
connections into the city, charging policies and traffic signing to 
encourage p&r use.  
 
No implementation table is provided for these measures, as they 
are not yet in an implementation phase and, indeed, some are not 
intended for direct implementation (e.g. the modelling studies) but 

as a base for continued planning and monitoring of measures in the future. 
 
As well as these specific studies, there is a strong demonstration of the value of thorough 
study and research in many of the successful projects described in the first 5 sections of this 
chapter.  
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 In Gent, the thorough analysis of parking and traffic demand provided the strong 
evidence which convinced political leaders and stakeholders and residents to commit 
to a substantive change in parking policy and provision. Further, the subsequent well-
designed studies of impact following implementation have led to amendments to the 
scheme: parking measurements were disaggregated to localised areas which gave 
insights into where adaptations to the parking zones might be constructive. The city 
has now determined to carry out a city-wide study in order to bring similar benefits in 
future.  

 Utrecht's scan car for parking enforcement also measures parking occupancy: this 
was previously counted manually and the saving is around 60,000 Euro per year. 

 In Monza, it was not until evaluation of the VMS measure began that the city realised 
the low level of parking use. With the infoparking system, data are now much more 
reliable and can be used to better understand distribution of cars in the different car 
parks of the city. 

 In Bologna, Mimosa 3.3, the design of new parking regulations included research into 
which walking, cycling and public transport options would need strengthening to 
provide alternative modes. 

 Gent's comprehensive study of parking policy across the world suggests that 85% 
occupancy rate tends to be the critical level at which nuisance arises such as illegal 
parking and traffic circulating seeking parking spaces. Rebalancing parking demand 
across the area therefore has wider benefits. Gent recommends 'Parking 
Management Best Practices' by Todd Litman, published by the American Planning 
Association as a source of good practice and design. 

 The single ticketing platform developed in Brescia included a review of interoperability 
rules and software and hardware options. It also ran a test phase of the system, 
ensuring that it will be reliable when it goes 'live' to the public. 

 The shared space measures in Brighton were followed up by some innovative 
measurement which forms a research resource in itself. 

 Bologna's SCOUT parking enforcement system was supported by politicians because 
of analysis showing how illegal parking was affecting congestion and public transport 
operation.  

 Finally, Gent categorised the different types of loading bay offered in the city and then 
measured the provision and use/abuse of each different type, which made it relatively 
straightforward to evaluate and communicate the effectiveness of the measure.  
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4.7 OUTCOMES 

4.7.1 Generalising Access and Parking measures 

The principal conclusion from this review is that parking and access management studies are 
inherently similar throughout different kinds of cities and that there are therefore many 
opportunities for knowledge sharing. It is equally true that the results of access management 
and parking measures are of a strong pattern and therefore cities which follow the lessons 
learned in CIVITAS can be confident of having positive results.  
 
Nonetheless, in cities there is a great deal of competition for the same space and the 
respective interests are all valid, so the final design of parking and access management 
measures must be local. The problem is essentially intractable. There are trade-offs to be 
made between:   
 

 residents and businesses 
 cars and public transport 
 pedestrians and cycles (and cars and public transport) 
 the economy and the environment 
 locals and visitors 
 freight and amenity   

 
Therefore, although the lessons from CIVITAS are applicable in cities throughout Europe and 
more widely, the most transferable finding is that each measure must be the subject of local 
consultation and agreement.  
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Photos: Cycles narrowing the pedestrian footway in Utrecht; freight blocking the trams in 
Gent, before the CIVITAS measure; 'countdown' crossings for pedestrians in Iasi. 
 
 
The design of traffic, parking and access policies and measures will depend on the stage of 
economic development of the city, on historic and forecast purposes of the place - is it a 
tourist destination? a trade crossroads? a business destination for the region or country? are 
residents living inside the traffic zone under consideration or in suburbs and satellite towns? 
is the zone a university area or a shopping zone or an historic site or a little of all of those? 
 
There is no one correct balance between all those rationally competing interests: different 
cities will have different requirements and even different neighbourhoods in the same city will 
have a different 'right answer'. Moreover, this 'right answer' will change over time: the 
balance between allocation of space and time to the competing interests in a city must be 
kept under review. Also, the urban system is dynamic2: when access changes, it has impacts 
on the environment, economy and society, as measured in this report. The changes that take 
place as a consequence will create a new urban dynamic that requires a further round of 
access and management review. 
 

 
 
Photos: Different treatments to meet the different needs of Church Street and New Road in 
Brighton 
 
 
The CIVITAS programme over time has provided pilot studies which will help cities in all 
these situations. This report covers measures in very diverse cities:  
 

                                                
2
 http://programm.corp.at/cdrom2008/papers2008/CORP2008_37.pdf 
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 Gent, in Belgium has a major port and University and is an attractive destination in 
itself, but there are competing outward flows as many of the city's 250,000 residents 
commute to Bruges, Brussels, Antwerp and other destinations, many of them driving 
to the central railway station to start their journey.  

 
 Donostia–San Sebastián is an 

international tourist destination on 
the coast of Spain. The city has 
many annual festivals and will be 
European City of Culture in 2016. 
The street pattern is determined by 
history and partly by the topography 
of coast and hills. 

 
 Utrecht is one of the larger cities in this round of CIVITAS, with a population over 

300,000. Located in the centre of the Netherlands, it is a focal point of the rail and 
road networks. Utrecht has the largest university in the country and is well known for 
the culture of cycling which is common to university cities of similar topography. 

 
 Brescia is the capital of the Province of Brescia in Lombardy, northern Italy, so, 

though it has a population of under 200,000, it serves a region of around 1.2m 
people. It is an industrial, commercial and administrative centre.  

 
 Monza is a smaller city in Lombardy, with a population of 1200,000, situated close to 

Milan, the regional capital. It famously hosts the Monza Formula 1 race.  
 

 Brighton & Hove is a seaside city of over 250,000 residents. On the south coast of 
England, it is a popular tourist destination as well as a thriving commercial centre. 
The city is known for its vibrant lifestyle, cultural activity, shops, restaurants and its 
inclusivity: at the 2011 census, the proportion of couples in same sex civil 
partnerships was more than 5 times the regional and national average. Brighton & 
Hove has a strong tradition of positive environmental action, including traffic 
management policies and public transport promotion. 

 
 Iasi, in Moldavia, is a city of almost 300,000 people. It is a regional centre of culture 

and education, with several universities and the major political and economic centre 
of the province. It is the historic crossing point of routes linking Poland, Hungary, 
Russia and Constantinople. 

 
 Perugia is the regional capital of Umbria in the centre of Italy and 

an international tourist destination. As a hilltop city, the 
topography makes controlled access to the centre relatively 
straightforward, but there is great pressure of traffic in the streets 
surrounding the centre, which CIVITAS has helped alleviate to 
the economic and environmental benefit of the suburbs. 

 
 Aalborg is a Danish city of 100,000 people and the industrial and commercial of North 

Jutland. It has a new University, founded in 1974. Aalborg hosted the first European 
Conference on Sustainable Cities and Towns, in 1994.  

 
 Vitoria-Gasteiz is the capital of the autonomous Basque Country in Spain, with a 

population of almost 250,000. It is an important manufacturing and economic city and 
was also the European Green Capital for 2012. 
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 Funchal is the capital of the 
autonomous region of Madeira, 
Portugal. The population is a little 
over 100,000 but as a city 
attracting many visitors, it has 
pressure from land and sea. 
Funchal describes itself as 
'Europe's most picturesque and 
cleanest capital' and, since its 

beauty and environmental quality are a key feature in they city's tourist economy, 
traffic management is important.  

 
 Bologna is a large city in the CIVITAS group, with a population of almost 400,000. It is 

a cultural centre as well as regional capital of Emilia-Romagna in Northern Italy. 
Bologna was European City of Culture in 2000 and UNESCO City of Music in 2006. 
The city is a road and rail intersection of regional and national importance.  

 
 Ústí nad Labem is an historic river port, lying at the 

junction of the Elba (Labe) and the Bílina (Biela) rivers. It 
is also a strategic rail junction for the Czech Republic 
and is part of the Trans-European Network. Although the 
city has a population less than 100,000, traffic is growing 
and CIVITAS provided an opportunity for a timely study 
of traffic management options, making use of best 
practice from partner cities. 

 
 
 
The previous CIVITAS Cluster 8 report3 described innovations in the cities of:  
 

Burgos, Spain 
Debrecen, Hungary 
Preston, England 
Toulouse, France 
Venice, Italy 
Krakow, Poland 
Malmö, Sweden 
La Rochelle, France 
Norwich, England 
Ploiesti, Romania  
Genoa, Italy 
Odense, Denmark 
Stuttgart, Germany 
Suceava, Romania 

 
 

                                                
3
 http://www.civitas-

initiative.eu/docs1/CIVITAS_GUARD_Final_Cluster_Report_Nr_8_Access_and_Parking_Managemen
t.pdf 
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This provided examples of major regional centres, thriving economies, cities requiring growth 
and economic development, congested cities, tourist cities and historic sites of more than 
national importance.  
 
The combined evidence from the CIVITAS studies gives a rich store of information on the 
impacts of access and parking management measures and, importantly, of the methods 
used to implement measures, with lessons learned both on how to implement successful 
schemes and on approaches to avoid. The next section reprises the results of the schemes. 
 
 

4.7.2 Summary of Results  

 
Strong positive results across a range of impacts are to be expected from parking and 
access management schemes.  
 
Parking 
 

 Gent's new parking zone with time-based tariffs reduced parking by 11% in the 
congested area. 

 In Utrecht, the complexity of innovating cycle parking was illustrated, with increased 
staffing costs and lower revenues but with targeted measures such as mobile cycle 
parking so that provision could be supplied where it is needed and removed when not 
needed to restore the street environment. 

 In Burgos, in the previous round of CIVITAS, illegal parking fell by 2,000 cars daily 
through a mixture of providing new underground parking, shifting the on-street tariff to 
short-stay and introducing new enforcement. 

 
Park & Ride 
 

 The 'Tanari' park & ride and bike & ride facility in Bologna increased use by 160% 
and revenues by 77%. 

 Utrecht's park & ride promotion measure increased ticket sales by more than a third 
without changes to the offer except in ticketing. 

 Brescia demonstrated best practice by developing park & ride multi-operator ticketing 
protocols and technology in advance of introducing p&r once the new Metro opens. 

 Gent also developed multi-operator ticketing. 
 In Venice, in the previous round of CIVITAS, 8 new p&r sites with real time 

information and with tariffs to encourage park & ride and discourage city centre 
parking increased p&r use over 300%, to 213,000 p.a. and helped cut peak traffic by 
almost 10%. 

 
Intelligent Transport Systems 
 

 Bologna achieved a 42% fall in vehicles entering the controlled area by introducing a 
smartcard activation for bollards.  

 In Monza, despite low car park occupancy, 50% of drivers said they consult the VMS 
to decide where to park.  

 Utrecht's digitised parking reduced staffing and equipment costs as well as increasing 
observation of the parking ticket system by 10%. 

 Bolgona's 'SCOUT' ANPR enforcement reduced illegal on street parking by 38% and 
parking in bus lanes by 55%; public transport journey time reliability improved over 
50%. 
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 In Aalborg, VMS Parking Information System cut the time taken searching for a 
parking space by almost 10,000 hours and over 230,000 km per year. 

 In Debrecen, in the previous round of CIVITAS, providing crossing 'countdown' 
displays to drivers as well as to pedestrians improved traffic throughput at junctions 
by 8.5%. In Krakow, an electronic identification system for car access reduced traffic 
by 60%. In Stuttgart, a progressive signal system at crossings smoothed traffic flow to 
reduce emissions from stop-start traffic.  

 In Norwich, a new method of measuring emissions was developed in partnership with 
the University, using a handheld device which gives quick output, in place of long-
term and expensive monitoring equipment installed on streets. 

 

Emissions data were collected both from static diffusion tubes and from a 
portable monitoring unit on a “slow walk” (pictured). The results were 
sufficiently clear to give confidence in the more flexible and affordable 
monitoring method: “a result within an hour is equated. This compares 
very favourably with diffusion tubes that would take several tubes, 
several months before a result is obtained.”   

 
 
Access Management 
 

 Bologna's package of new access and enforcement measures reduced vehicles by 
42% and reduced fines by 53% as well as cutting costs. 

 Gent's new freight loading spot and better enforcement reduced abuse of loading / 
unloading spots by 80% and removed long-stay violations altogether. 

 Iasi cut traffic into the historic area by over 90%. 
 Vitoria-Gasteiz introduced a 'superblock' roads hierarchy which routes traffic around 

the zone rather than through it, resulting in further 6% traffic reduction on top of the 
60% already achieved by the introduction of the tram and associated physical works 
and traffic regulation. 

 In the previous round of CIVITAS, Krakow shifted the balance of access from car to 
public transport, walking and cycling by a mix of measures with the result of 1100 
fewer car trips daily and tram journey time variability cut by over a half. La Rochelle 
showed the large value of small measures by implementing two 'strolling zones' with 
automated bollards, with 94% public approval in a survey. Similarly, in Suceava, a 
short bypass was used to enable a city centre LTZ. In Odense, traffic in two very 
different housing areas fell by 12% and 22% respectively. A freight access scheme in 
Malmö set emissions standards for heavy vehicles, with 94 compliance in the zone; 
since the same vehicles are used by companies for all deliveries, emissions outside 
the zone also fell.  

 
Pictured: Suceava's short by-pass. 
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Limited Traffic Zone (LTZ)  
 
Generally, an LTZ will be introduced in areas where some level of restriction is already 
familiar to drivers and to businesses in the area, but there have been some real innovations 
here.  
 

 In Brighton's Clear Zone, a street which formerly had traffic management and some 
restrictions was converted to a shared space: all traffic is permitted access at all 
times, but the design of the street indicates pedestrian priority. Pedestrian mode 
share grew from 55% to 74% and almost half of users of the street said they would be 
willing to pay for the scheme. 

 Iasi's incremental introduction of a full LTZ from a starting point of open access 
reduced car traffic by over 90% and goods traffic by 84%. 

 Vitoria-Gastiez increased traffic reductions brought about by the tram through 
introducing camera enforcement for the LTZ. 

 Perugia's 'soft LTZ' transformed a situation of constantly over-burdened parking to 
one in which 5% of pay parking spaces were available throughout the day. 

 Brighton's shared space scheme changed motorists' driving behaviour and reduced 
cars by 30% and cycles by 48% and increased pedestrians by 60%. Moreover, half of 
pedestrians expressed themselves willing to pay cash for such improvements if 
necessary. 

 Bologna achieved a 20% reduction in accesses to the city centre between 2006 and 
2011 and a further 10% reduction in 2012, with a mixed scheme of revised parking 
charges, bar-coded access permits, telematics for enforcement and an information 
campaign. 

 Funchal halved vehicle entries, from 20 per day to 9. 
 Perugia mitigated the effect of people parking outside the city centre in order to get to 

the city, by an LTZ which reduced the number of parked vehicles by a third and 
increased short-stay parking, using the local shops, whilst cutting long stay parking. 

 In the previous round of CIVITAS, Burgos's LTZ cut car trips by 75% and brought 
higher property values in both residential and business sectors. Ploiesti introduced a 
1.2km2 Clear Zone from a starting position of open traffic, which cut traffic by 11% 
and congestion by 90% and yielded rental values. Genoa reduced vehicles by 12% 
every day and cut traffic flows on the major routes between 3% and 7%.  

 
Research & Development 
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 Ústí nad Labem carried out a comprehensive analysis of parking conditions in the 
city, to inform a new design of parking provision; the study developed an innovative 
'Park & Go' scheme, in which free car parks can be provided walking distance from 
the city centre. 

 Ústí nad Labem also developed a range of traffic management and planning 
scenarios on a city-wide scale, to support policy decision making. In a separate study, 
the city also developed proposals for access control, including speed restrictions, a 
residential zone, and a traffic model to evaluate impacts. 

 Donostia–San Sebastián developed park & ride proposals and associated pricing 
policies and traffic signing plans. 

 Vitoria-Gasteiz facilitated clear measurement of the separate (though cumulative) 
impact of the access and parking management measure by implementing after the 
results of other CIVITAS demonstration schemes were already known. 

 In the previous round of CIVITAS, Debrecen held a 'design competition' for a 
pedestrian zone to remove around 300 parking spaces, partly to achieve a good 
design and partly as an awareness raising exercise so that stakeholders would be 
engaged well in advance of any measures. 
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5. UPSCALING AND TRANSFERABILITY  
 
The 27 measures in the Access & Parking Management cluster provide many examples of 
transferable knowledge, that is, knowledge which other cities could use in planning and 
delivering their own parking and access schemes. Even where measures have not followed 
through to delivery, or have been carried out but with little measureable effect, lessons have 
been learned and the experience can be valuable for cities throughout Europe and the world. 
 
The diverse nature of the cities makes the measures more easily transferable. Results have 
been delivered in historic centres, regional centres, tourist attractors and smaller cities. 
Importantly, there are examples from cities with mature parking and access management 
schemes and existing LEZs, as well as from cities tackling parking and access issues for the 
first time. It is also noteworthy that these projects have been carried out at a time of 
economic recession in Europe, including some countries which have been very hard hit by 
economic conditions, so it demonstrates that progress can be made in different 
circumstances. All of this makes it possible for cities of different sizes and economic 
conditions to make use of the lessons here.   
 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Up-scaling refers to the potentials for a measure (or group of measures) to be expanded 
more widely across a city.   Several factors need to be considered for up-scaling.  For 
example, there are likely to be geographical/location constraints and perhaps capacity 
limitations.  In addition, a measure practically possible may well be affected by what would 
be politically acceptable. In the CIVITAS evaluation, all cities were encouraged to assess 
upscaling taking above factors into consideration. 
 
A main objective of the transferability analysis is to assess whether the success of measures 
in a city are dependent on any particular conditions, and whether the success achieved and 
the lessons learnt in one city can be transferred to other cities.  Successful implementation of 
a measure or a package of measures in a given city should provide ground for transferring 
the experience to other cities, if the right conditions are met. Transferability addresses the 
possibility of transferring/adopting in a given city successful measures.  
 

5.2 UPSCALING 

Most of the 27 measures are complete in themselves and are not likely to be upscaled. 
Some, however, are part of cities' future plans, in particular the studies which are now being 
adopted into city plans, mainly in Ústí nad Labem, Czech Republic, and Donostia–San 
Sebastián in the Basque region of Spain.  
 
Examples of upscaling include:  
 

 In Gent, data on parking pressure in the adjacent zones to the new restricted parking 
zone has led to a plan to extend zone 4 to reduce long-term parking pressure on the 
Citadelpark. Also, the area in which parking is free but limited to 2 hours will be 
expanded in one street, since, again, the localised evaluation shows the parking 
pressure needs to be lowered. This measurement and review is good practice for 
other cities to follow.  
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 Also in Gent, the sustainable parking policy and the consultative process for 
developing it will be applied to developments planned throughout the old industrial 
'19th Century Belt' of the city and in suburban areas: clustering parking spaces, 
combined use of parking, intelligent pricing methods, integration of car sharing 
schemes within these developments, etc. 

 In a simple measure which could be adopted by other cities, Gent plans to display 
real time information on the faster journey times via P&R than by road, on roadside 
VMS. 

 The 'superblock' concept in Vitoria Gastiez has proved successful in the limited area 
to which it applies, so the system may be implemented in extensions of the current 
area with new cameras (Herrería Street, Correria Street, etc.) or in new areas if they 
are become to pedestrian areas (for example San Antonio Street or San Francisco 
Street) which only require the installation of entry cameras. 

 In Bologna, electric bicycles are planned to be introduced at the park & ride / park & 
bike sites. 'The Park & Ride measure in Bologna has demonstrated improvements in 
terms of awareness and acceptance among citizens. Based on the success of the 
MIMOSA measure, the city is confident that other interchange parking structures, if 
set up in suitable areas of the city, will attract new users.' 

 Utrecht is opening a further P&R site with 500 spaces in 2013 and will develop two 
more park and ride facilities by 2016. 

 The success of Gent's new type of loading bay has led to consideration of applying it 
in other streets. Shopkeepers in other streets have already requested it.  

 In Perugia, the success of the 'soft LTZ' means that it is now being examined in other 
areas outside the city centre which are affected by overflow parking.  

 Brighton's success with New Road in the cultural quarter led to a further trial of a 
more limited design of shared space in Church Street and positive results here lead 
the city to recommend consideration of such sensitive design projects in similar 
locations.  

'Improving the public realm increases businesses’ awareness of their impact 
on the street environment, which leads to them improving their “Street 
Appeal”.' 

 
 

5.3 TRANSFERABILITY 

One of the goals of the process evaluation was o develop specific recommendations on the 
transferability potential of a measure to other cities and on recommendations to improve the 
process around the measures. From the results, it was concluded that both sets of 
recommendations overlap. Thus, the recommendations are mostly on how the measure 
process could be better organized in other cities, i.e. the recommendations on transferability 
became warnings of pitfalls, often related to the barriers and drivers.  
 
A simplified overview of the recommendations as developed for the measures is shown in 
Annex 4. It can be seen that recommendations on transferability and process overlap, focus 
on involvement, information to and communication with the public and political support. 
 
For the various sub clusters there are specific topics on transferability and / or process 
improvement:  

 Parking and P+R. There is a limited transferability potential for this kind of measure. If 
the measure aims to introduce a price system to change parking behaviour, it has to 
be taken into account that it will face considerable opposition from the general public 
and politicians. Important conditions for succeeding are then political support and 
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clear dialogue and communication with the public. If the measure aims to deliver new 
P+R, locations it is often difficult to find suitable locations leading to delays and 
planning problems.  

 ITS. The ITS measures have a reasonable transferability potential, although the 
measures show a wide range of barriers very specific to local circumstances. 
However, the drivers showed a rather clear transferability picture with political support 
and technology as powerful drivers. 

 Access management and Limited Traffic Zone. There is a limited transferability 
potential for this kind of measures. If the measure aims to introduce a price system to 
enforce the limited access, it will face much opposition from the general public and 
politicians. Important conditions for success are political support and a clear dialogue 
and communication with the public / target group. If the measure aims to introduce 
camera systems it is clear that well-functioning technology is important. Moreover, the 
feasibility of this kind of measures is to a large extent dependent on local / national 
circumstances related to juridical aspects, such as privacy legislation regarding the 
use of cameras and data. Even the European legislation has to be taken in account at 
this point. 

 Research and Development. Research and development measures show a large 
transferability potential. However, it is to be realized that expertise in carrying out the 
research is absolutely necessary in, for example, the development and use of 
(computer) models. The involvement of the right partners with the appropriate 
expertise is crucial. Data have to be sound, otherwise the research and model 
outcome have little value. 

 
Most of the measures have transferability lessons, often relating as much to the means of 
planning, delivering and measuring projects as to the technical detail of the transport and 
traffic interventions.  
 
So many projects emphasise the need for enforcement of parking, access and traffic 
management innovations that these are not described in detail below. This section instead 
focuses on five main themes: consultation, innovation, design, communication and demand. 
  
 
Consultation 

 
The development of a sustainable parking policy requires wide support, so it is critical to 
engage all affected stakeholders 
 

 In Gent's station parking strategy, the successful approach was a workshop including 
city departments and property developers as well as schools, public transport 
companies and shopkeepers' and residents' associations. In Gent, comments and 
suggestions from citizens and property developers were adopted, leading to changes 
in design. This is best practice. 

 In Monza and Donostia–San Sebastián points VMS locations were designed in 
consultation with car park operators, in order not to give advantage or disadvantage 
to any operator. 

 In Brescia, the knowledge sharing, support and technical knowledge available 
through CIVITAS is seen by key stakeholders as critical to the success of the new 
multi-modal tickets and of the Metrobus. 

 Gent 'institutional platform for city freight management centred on engagement with 
stakeholders.  

 In Utrecht, the proposed innovative aspect of space-sharing between residents and 
businesses are currently going through consultation.  
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'Political and strategic involvement of all stakeholders and resources allocation should be 
gained during the planning phase, before further progress in the implementation of the 
measure is achieved'. 

Donostia–San Sebastián 
 
 
Innovation 
 
As expected, it is often innovation that is of interest for transferability, with new ideas or 
technologies likely to be adopted by other cities: 
 

 In Gent, the tariff structure to discourage on-street parking was simple but effective 
and acceptable: instead of a price differential, only short-term parking is permitted on-
street and long-term parking is in off-street underground car parks.  

 In Monza, the VMS signs giving information on car park occupancy deliberately direct 
traffic to different car parks, in order to encourage more even distribution of traffic in 
the city road network. 

 Funchal park & ride introduced the innovative concept of running school buses from 
the site, to encourage families to travel part 
way together and then take separate buses 
to school and work, rather than driving for the 
whole school run and then the whole 
commuter journey. Local conditions, in 
particular widespread availability of free 
workplace parking in the city, meant that 
traffic savings have not materialised, but this can be a very useful idea for other cities. 

 Bologna introduced several innovations in park & ride which other cities could use, in 
particular the free cycle hire and the facility to park one's own bicycle for free.  

 Ramp metering linked to park & ride signs and to traffic light regulation meant that 
Gent could re-route traffic via less busy roads. 

 
 
 
 
Design 
 
A key message in transferability is that good design is important for the ultimate success of 
schemes. This was seen in the earlier section on research & development. 
 
In park and ride schemes especially, the design lessons were: 
 

 siting - the park and ride site must be convenient for car access from the strategic 
road network; 

 public transport services must be competitive with car journey times, including the 
design of new bus lanes into the city where appropriate; 

 the range of services at the park & ride can encourage take-up, from provision of 
lavatories to the offer of cycle hire. 

 
Intelligent Transport Systems offered many lessons in 
innovation. A valuable lesson for cities which currently do 
not have ITS was the development of cultural 
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acceptance, particularly among decisions makers, and of basing decisions on sound 
analysis.   
 
Continuity of design and learning from past CIVITAS programmes is also a strength. The 
Vitoria-Gasteiz superblock' concept builds on the 'Adelphi Quarter' introduced in Preston 
(pictured) in the previous round of CIVITAS, in which traffic was signed around the University 
Quarter so that pedestrian and cycle movements could be prioritised within the area.  
 
 
 
Communication 
 
Some of the projects described above focused chiefly on marketing (e.g. Utrecht Park & Ride 
promotion), but many of the most successful measures 
included a strong communications element.  
 
Communicating to potential users of new measures does 
not always have to be expensive or innovative. In Bologna, 
quite a simple sign attracts drivers to Park & Ride. 

 
 
Utrecht used 'Green Street 
Graffiti' to promote and 
explain the use of new payment methods for on-street 
parking. The pavement is cleaned by spraying water under 
high pressure on a template showing the web page on digital 
parking. After about five weeks, the message gradually 
fades. 
 

Gent held was a workshop including city departments and property developers as well as 
schools, public transport companies and shopkeepers' and residents' associations. 
Comments and suggestions from citizens and property developers were adopted, leading to 
changes in design. This is best practice. 
 
Vitoria Gasteiz improved response to and reception of the new camera enforcement by 
having a 'soft' opening of the system in which owners of all vehicles passing the camera 
received a letter describing the scheme and reminding drivers that the cameras are only a 
new way of enforcing existing regulations.  
 
Bologna showed the effectiveness of promoting behaviour change measures as 'new' even 
though they may be only an improvement on an existing scheme: drivers prefer to be sold 
something 'new' than to face the implication that they have been making sub-optimal 
choices. 
 
 
Demand 
 
A precondition for a successful measure is a need for the project: some measures show low 
results because they are an investment to tackle a problem that doesn't exist. In many of 
these instances, there are still clear benefits for some users, but this element of not 
introducing a project unless there is a transport, environmental or social need for it is a 
valuable lesson learned and echoes the earlier section on the importance of studies and 
measurement in policy formulation and scheme delivery and assessment.  
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 The development of a sustainable parking policy requires wide support, so it is critical 

to engage all affected stakeholders; in Gent, the successful approach to city centre 
parking was a detailed survey of parking occupancy before and after the measure.   

 In Perugia, the 'soft LTZ' was a response to over-demand for parking but also to a 
genuine demand for the local parking to serve customers of the Filosofi area. This 
helped give the new parking charges a more positive reception. 

 In some schemes, where VMS directions were given to car parks with low demand, 
the traffic consequences were not very useful, even though drivers generally 
approved of the extra information. ITS can be attractive to politicians, since it sounds 
modernising, but they must only be deployed to tackle real problems or to exploit real 
opportunities: otherwise, they are taking up scarce resources which might be better 
used on pedestrianisation, bus lanes or other environmental or traffic improvements. 
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Parking 
 
The chief recommendation for parking strategies is to carry out a full evaluation of the needs 
of the area and discuss the findings with politicians and local stakeholders before 
implementing schemes. The current round of CIVITAS findings showed examples of where 
such evaluations and consultations had led to schemes being strengthened and refined over 
time and of where the lack of civic agreement caused schemes to be cancelled.  
 
Once schemes are in place, monitoring and enforcement are important, as is review of 
whether the scheme is delivering the required results and any unintended consequences 
such as causing too much parking in areas on the boundary of the parking zone. In the 
previous round of CIVITAS, Toulouse encountered this problem, with occupancy rates as 
high as 125% of provision and illegal parking "nearly 20%" in zones near the controlled 
parking zone. 
 
 
Park & Ride 
 
The critical success factor for park & ride is siting: the p&r must be easily reached from the 
strategic road network, so that drivers are not being asked to make a great detour in order to 
use the p&r. Further, p&r should be introduced where there is genuine traffic congestion, so 
that drivers have an incentive to use it and the city gains real benefits. Also, the journey time 
by public transport should be competitive with the car journey time. For this reason, park and 
ride is often developed in conjunction with other measures, such as public transport priority 
and city centre parking charges and access management.   
 
Develop integrated ticketing: try to have just one ticket that serves for car park and public 
transport, across different operators. Smartcards are the ideal application for this, but the a 
good example is in Brescia where a magnetic ticket has been developed alongside the 
smartcard so that occasional users can have easy access. 
 
Market the park and ride to car users. If possible, have signs on the strategic highways, 
advising of the availability of p&r and of delays for cars on routes into the city and of parking 
congestion in the towns. It is ideal if these signs give real time information, but static signs 
can also influence driver behaviour.  
 
Intelligent Transport Systems 
 
There are several fundamental requirements for ITS measures in access and parking 
management. The first is to choose appropriate ITS applications, not simply to install 
something because other cities have it: ITS will only be effective where it is a response to the 
city's needs.  
 
Secondly, aim to use ITS applications which are proven elsewhere. There have been many 
examples of cities asking suppliers to develop ITS from first principles instead of simply 
installing something already tested. The CIVITAS network of cities can assist with this: 
consult other cities on what approaches they have used and on the procurement paths which 
have proved most effective. 
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In a similar finding, it is more practical to adopt enforcement rules and protocols which have 
been used elsewhere than to aim to generate new approaches. Some cities in this present 
round of CIVITAS have described problems in having bye-laws passed to permit 
enforcement or use of schemes, or having to undergo long trials of equipment, or even of the 
police not wanting to take on the burden of enforcement by camera. If standards and 
processes used elsewhere can be adopted, it should reduce or avoid these barriers. 
 
Finally, ensure that the ITS are understood by users. Communicate the purpose and design 
of the ITS. For example, in the tourist city of La Rochelle in the last round of CIVITAS, an 
innovative system of downloadable GPS maps was developed for coach parking, but coach 
drivers were not aware of it though, when interviewed, they felt it would be useful.  
 
 
Access Management 
 
In access management schemes, the same principles as for parking schemes apply: the 
rationale for the scheme must be clear and based on measurement and politicians and 
stakeholders must be consulted and engaged in the design and success of the scheme.  
 
A valuable lesson in this regard from the previous round of CIVITAS was the importance of 
distinguishing between the needs of different stakeholders: in La Rochelle, business views 
varied, bars and restaurants supporting access management, shops and offices being 
neutral, hotels and services nervous about customer parking. A good example from the last 
round of CIVITAS on how to reassure consultees was in Norwich, where closures were first 
introduced on an Experimental basis, allowing politicians, stakeholders and the public time to 
see the real impact and decide after a trial whether the scheme should continue - in the 
event, one closure became permanent and the other did not.  
 
 
Limited Traffic Zone 
 
Since LTZs are a wider-based version of parking and access management, often with 
associated park & ride and public transport improvements, the principle of consultation and 
political and stakeholder agreement is essential. Furthermore, active promotion of the 
measures has proved very effective in increasing awareness, behaviour change and support 
for the schemes. 
 
Co-ordination of measures is recommended, with public transport access, walking and 
mingling spaces, cycling and freight all planned, and with parking controls managed and 
enforced by access control technologies. For example, in the previous CIVITAS round, 
Genoa combined ANPR access control and a parking review with re-design of traffic 
circulation to discourage vehicles from crossing the city. 
 
The broad base of the scheme makes communication and promotion more important: 
residents and visitors need to understand how to access the city under the new 
arrangements and, in particular, how to choose other modes than the car. Promotion is 
particularly important for visitors, for example, in Venice in the last round of CIVITAS, visitors 
arriving on Euro IV coaches were given leaflets thanking them for travelling sustainably. In 
Malmö, the emissions standards for freight vehicles needed to be communicated to foreign 
freight operators via their customers in order that the enforcement could be successful and 
fair.  
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This practice of using existing networks and relationships to promote behaviour change is 
generally recommended. For example, in Norwich, in a street already limited to buses, taxis 
and delivery vehicles, new rules were introduced to improve air quality and the shopkeepers 
encouraged the drivers of buses and taxis to switch off engines while waiting or 'laying over'.  
 
 
 
Research & Development 
 
Make best use of CIVITAS good practice - follow case studies from previous CIVITAS 
projects; connect with current CIVITAS partner cities. 
 
Make best use of EU databases of research and development.  
 
Distil wider research, e.g. Gent summarises some key points from its recommended guide. 
 
Promote the results of studies, so that they act as the first step in engaging politicians, 
stakeholders and residents. 
 
Continuity of Access and Parking Management demonstration 
 
This report provides a brief illustration and overview of the CIVITAS measures in the Access 
and Parking Management cluster. The recommendations and conclusions reinforce those in 
the previous CIVITAS round:  
 
The key lessons from these measures relate to implementation. The successes were 
delivered through innovations in policy and delivery, as well as through new technology, but 
success was almost always dependent upon consultation and engagement.  
 
A shared commitment to improving conditions in the city centre can allow some parts of the 
planned measure to go ahead even when the full aspiration cannot be delivered.  
 
It can take time to achieve the objectives in the sensitive area of parking and access.  
 
It is most practical to adopt standards, processes, technologies and even bylaws and 
enforcement rules which have been used elsewhere in CIVITAS cities. 
 
It is essential to form access and parking management measures on the basis of evaluation 
and measurement. It will be difficult to prove to objectors that the effects have been positive if 
no measurement has taken place before and after the scheme. More important, the measure 
will be better designed if it is based on a clear measurement of the baseline situation. 
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ANNEX 1: Overview of barriers, drivers and actions fields 
 

Overview of barrier fields and examples 

NR Barrier field Examples of barriers 

1 Political / 
strategic  

Opposition of key actors based on political and/or strategic motives, lack of 
sustainable development agenda or vision, impacts of a local election, conflict 
between key (policy) stakeholders due to diverging believes in directions of solution 

   

2 Institutional  Impeding administrative structures, procedures and routines, impeding laws, rules, 
regulations and their application, hierarchical structure of organizations and programs 

   

3 Cultural Impeding cultural circumstances and life style patterns 

   

4 Problem related Complexity of the problem(s) to be solved, lack of shared sense of urgency among key 
stakeholders to sustainable mobility 

   

5 Involvement,  
communication 

Insufficient involvement or awareness of (policy) key stakeholders, insufficient 
consultation, involvement or awareness of citizens or users 

   

6 Positional Relative isolation of the measure, lack of exchange with other measures or cities 

   

7 Planning Insufficient technical planning and analysis to determine requirements of measure 

implementation, insufficient economic planning and market analysis to determine 
requirements for measure implementation, lack of user needs analysis: limited 
understanding of user requirements 

   

8 Organizational Failed or insufficient partnership arrangements, lack of leadership, lack of individual 
motivation or know-how of key measure persons 

   

9 Financial Too much dependency on public funds (including CIVITAS funding) and subsidies, 
unwillingness of the business community to contribute financially 

   

10 Technological Additional technological requirements, technology not available yet, technological 
problems 

   

11 Spatial No permission of construction, insufficient space  

   

12 Other  ????????? 
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Overview of driver fields and examples 

NR Driver field Examples of drivers 

1 Political / 
strategic  

Commitment of key actors based on political and/or strategic motives, presence of 
sustainable development agenda or vision, positive impacts of a local election, 
coalition between key (policy) stakeholders due to converging (shared) believes in 
directions of solution 

   

2 Institutional  Facilitating administrative structures, procedures and routines, facilitating laws, rules, 
regulations and their application, facilitating structure of organizations and programs 

   

3 Cultural Facilitating cultural circumstances and life style patterns 

   

4 Problem related Pressure of the problem(s) causes great priority, shared sense of urgency among key 
stakeholders to sustainable mobility 

   

5 Involvement,  
communication 

Constructive and open involvement of policy key stakeholders, constructive and open 
consultation and involvement or citizens or users 

   

6 Positional The measure concerned is part of a (city) program and/or a consequence of the 
implementation of a sustainable vision , exchange of experiences and lessons learned 
with other measures or cities 

   

7 Planning Accurate technical planning and analysis to determine requirements of measure 
implementation, accurate economic planning and market analysis to determine 
requirements for measure implementation, thorough user needs analysis and good 
understanding of user requirements 

   

8 Organizational Constructive partnership arrangements, strong and clear leadership, highly motivated 
key measure persons, key measure persons as ‘local champions’ 

   

9 Financial Availability of public funds (including CIVITAS funding) and subsidies, willingness of 
the business community to contribute financially 

   

10 Technological New potentials offered by technology, new technology available 

   

11 Spatial Space for physical projects, experimentation zones 

   

12 Other ????????? 
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ANNEX 2:  Background information General Overview 
 

 Focussed / non focussed measures and quality ratings of process evaluation 

 

Innovative aspects 

Innovative aspect Cluster Yes Cluster No Total Yes Total No 

Innovative aspects 
Conceptual 57% 43% 49% 51% 
Innovative aspects New 
Technology 46% 54% 46% 54% 
Innovative aspects New 
mode of transport 4% 96% 14% 86% 
Innovative aspects 
Targeting specific users 21% 79% 38% 62% 
Innovative aspects 
economic instrument 7% 93% 4% 96% 
Innovative aspects policy 
instrument 32% 68% 18% 82% 
Innovative aspects 
organizational 29% 71% 24% 76% 
Innovative aspects 
Physical infrastructure 18% 82% 19% 81% 
Innovative aspects other 0% 100% 5% 95% 
 

 

Targets 

  Low quality Medium quality High quality Total 

Focuss
ed 

                                                      
3  

                                                          
2  

                                           
1  

                              
6  

Non 
focusse
d 

                                                      
2  

                                                        
10  

                                         
11  

                            
23  

Total 
                                                      

5  
                                                        

12  
                                         

12  
                            

29  

     

  Low quality Medium quality High quality Total 

Focuss
ed 10% 7% 3% 21% 

Non 
focusse
d 7% 34% 38% 79% 

Total 17% 41% 41% 100% 
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 Strategic Target Number Percentage 

Reduce environmental impact 9 32% 

Improve quality of life 9 32% 

Increase modal shift towards slow modes or PT 8 29% 

Reduce number and impact of vehicles in city centre 8 29% 

Increase safety for slow modes 3 11% 

Reduce congestion 1 4% 

Demand management strategy 1 4% 
 

Introduce mobility services and promote energy efficient freight logistics services 

Make sure there can be an increased number of vehicles enter the city 

promots ITS 
road pricing and improve policies 
 
 
Tactical Target Number Percentage 

Increase modal share PT and slow modes 7 25% 

Reduce car trips in city centre 5 18% 

Reduce environmental impact 5 18% 

Reduce congestion 3 11% 

Offer P+R 3 11% 

Implement access control 3 11% 

Implement parking strategy 3 11% 

Reduce cars searching for parking place 2 7% 
 

improvement of traffic management system 

Introduce innovative transport telematic system and ensure that treffic regulations were respoected 
 

 

Operational Target Number Percentage 

Implement parking system 7 25% 

Decrease number of cars in city centre 6 21% 

Increase modal share PT and slow modes 6 21% 

Implement access restriction system 4 14% 

Increase use P+R 4 14% 

Reduce emissions 3 11% 

Traffic management system 3 11% 

Control parking 2 7% 

Increase safety 2 7% 

Obtain parking data 2 7% 

Reduce congestion 1 4% 
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ANNEX 3: Driver and barrier overview per sub cluster 
Sub cluster: Parking and P+R 
Barriers 

  Preparation Implementation Operation 

Political 50% 10% 10% 
Institutional 20% 0% 0% 
Cultural 30% 10% 20% 
Problem related 40% 10% 10% 
Involvement 20% 20% 0% 
Positional 0% 0% 20% 
Planning 30% 10% 0% 
Organizational 10% 0% 0% 
Financial 0% 0% 20% 
Technological 10% 10% 0% 
Spatial 20% 10% 0% 
Other 10% 0% 0% 
 

Drivers 

  Preparation Implementation Operation 

Political 40% 20% 10% 
Institutional 0% 10% 10% 
Cultural 20% 10% 10% 
Problem related 20% 10% 10% 
Involvement 40% 10% 20% 
Positional 30% 10% 10% 
Planning 0% 0% 0% 
Organizational 10% 0% 0% 
Financial 20% 20% 10% 
Technological 10% 0% 0% 
Spatial 10% 20% 0% 
Other 0% 10% 10% 
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Sub cluster: ITS 
Barriers 

  Preparation Implementation Operation 

Political 33% 17% 0% 
Institutional 0% 17% 17% 

Cultural 0% 0% 0% 
Problem related 17% 17% 33% 

Involvement 33% 17% 17% 
Positional 0% 0% 0% 
Planning 0% 0% 0% 

Organizational 17% 0% 17% 
Financial 33% 0% 17% 

Technological 0% 33% 17% 
Spatial 0% 33% 0% 
Other 0% 0% 0% 

 

Drivers 

  Preparation Implementation Operation 

Political 67% 50% 33% 
Institutional 17% 0% 0% 

Cultural 0% 0% 17% 
Problem related 0% 0% 0% 

Involvement 33% 50% 17% 
Positional 17% 0% 17% 
Planning 0% 0% 0% 

Organizational 33% 33% 17% 
Financial 0% 17% 0% 

Technological 50% 33% 17% 
Spatial 0% 0% 0% 
Other 0% 0% 0% 
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Sub cluster:  Access Management & Limited Traffic Zone 
Barriers 

  Preparation Implementation Operation 

Political 44% 22% 0% 
Institutional 11% 22% 11% 

Cultural 11% 0% 11% 
Problem related 22% 11% 0% 

Involvement 33% 22% 22% 
Positional 0% 0% 0% 
Planning 0% 0% 0% 

Organizational 33% 22% 33% 
Financial 22% 22% 11% 

Technological 33% 33% 11% 
Spatial 0% 11% 0% 
Other 0% 11% 11% 

 

Drivers  

  Preparation Implementation Operation 

Political 44% 11% 22% 
Institutional 11% 11% 22% 

Cultural 11% 0% 11% 
Problem related 11% 0% 0% 

Involvement 11% 33% 33% 
Positional 0% 11% 11% 
Planning 0% 0% 0% 

Organizational 0% 22% 22% 
Financial 11% 0% 11% 

Technological 11% 11% 11% 
Spatial 0% 0% 0% 
Other 0% 11% 22% 
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Sub cluster:  Research and Development 
 Barriers 

  Preparation Implementation Operation 

Political 50% 0% 0% 
Institutional 50% 0% 0% 

Cultural 50% 0% 0% 
Problem related 75% 25% 0% 

Involvement 0% 50% 25% 
Positional 25% 0% 25% 
Planning 0% 0% 0% 

Organizational 25% 75% 0% 
Financial 25% 25% 25% 

Technological 0% 25% 0% 
Spatial 25% 25% 0% 
Other 0% 0% 0% 

 

Drivers  

  Preparation Implementation Operation 

Political 0% 0% 0% 
Institutional 25% 0% 0% 

Cultural 25% 0% 0% 
Problem related 50% 0% 25% 

Involvement 50% 25% 0% 
Positional 50% 0% 25% 
Planning 0% 0% 0% 

Organizational 0% 25% 0% 
Financial 0% 25% 0% 

Technological 0% 50% 0% 
Spatial 0% 0% 0% 
Other 0% 0% 0% 
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ANNEX 4: Background information recommendations 
 

Transferability 

Transferability Number Percentage 

Make sure locations for parking places/P+R are well 
chosen 6 21% 

Make sure public is well informed 6 21% 

Involvement stakeholders or participants 6 21% 

Study before start 3 11% 

Make sure there is solid data management 3 11% 

Political support is necessary 3 11% 

Good for cities with that want a high quality historical 
centre 2 7% 

Make sure planning is good 1 4% 

Integrate tickets 1 4% 

Meet user interest 1 4% 

Make sure there are valid alternatives 1 4% 

 

Also include own citizens in target group 

cameras better than bolards 

Control system via licence plate is veru effective 

Engineering measures can be used as an example 

Ensure clarity of parking scheme for all road users 

ensure thoriugh monitoring and control 

financial success 

Giving priority to bicycle parking over car parking 

good monitoring of the functioning of the systems is crucial 

Importance of test phase 

important definition of who can access 

introduce parking management strategy 

Lack of maintenace will result in unreliable feedback 

modern techniques evolve fast 

necessary to provide adequate alternative routes for transit 

Noise reducing actions can be implemented in other cities, 

not applicable 

Parking places have different uses, make sure to target the correct car owners 

Parking restrictions are an essential element in reducing the use of private cars 

People value the public areas and are willing to engage in research 

protect bicycle parkig spots 

Push and pull, so easy parking outside city, difficult parking inside 
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reaction of public very positve 

Regulations for entrance to the centre is problematic 

Same camera sustems can work in differenct access control concept 

Same or bigger size than Aalborg is needed 
Setting parking tarrifs of on street parking in line with the tariffs of the underground parkings 
decrease the parking pressure on street 

Sinclyude all relevant car parks 

solution is a complex set of measures 

specialised contractors 

Start with less invasive activity to limit public contestation 

System has to be technically reliable, trustworth and transparent 

targets are cler 

To lower variable costs make sure the P+R locations are owned by city 

Upgrade parking system for P+R 

Use a detailed survey 

Use traffic models to visualize and assess proposed variants, but use calibrated models 
 

Process 

Recommendations Number Percentage 

Involvement stakeholders or 
participants 14 50% 

Political and legislation support 13 46% 

Use promotion and advertisements 7 25% 

Good planning/action plan 5 18% 

Enough financial resources 3 11% 

Combine with other concepts or 
measures 2 7% 

Analyse before start 2 7% 

Make sure the evaluation can be done 2 7% 

 

A good follow up is required 

cameras better than bolards 

Compare data with other street or area as  validation 

Defining power supply location 

Difficult to make drivers keep to the ristriction 

dissemination during implementation 

enorcement of control 

ensure coiperation and open dialogue 

Ensure sufficient routes for transit traffic before implementation 

Have a backup system is important 

importance of pedestrian areas regulation 

Integrate new parkings in the system 

Make sure the areas for P+R are available to built 
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Preserving consistent pressure towards the goals 

Share knowledge with other cities helped planning the P+R 

use alternatives 

use new technologies 
 

 
 


